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Abstract

In the development of a telephone su'itch, it is necessary to assess the per--

formance of its operating system. Pelformance analysis can be done using

the model developed in this thesis. The rnodel gives the expected sojourn

times for the various tasl<s associated with call processing. The model itself

is a single server priority queueing model, where the call processing is broken

up into ordered sets of prioritized tasks. The arrival process is Poisson, ancl

the selvice time distribution is general (independent of the arrival process).

The queueing discipline is a modified first-come fir-st-served (FCFS) selvice

discipline with preemption (preemptive resume). Initially, this modificatiorr

ailowed tasks to jump to the head of the queue if a similar task was receiv-

ing selvice when it ar-rived. When this was found to affect sojourn times,

the modification was extended to allow tasks to j.,*p and join similar tasl<s

regardless of where they are in the queue and whether ol not these tasl<s

were being se¡ved. It was found that those tasks with larger service times

and higher arrival rates, jumped ahead more frequently and subsequently

enjoyed a leduction in time spent waiting for service. The sojourn times

given by the model compared favour-ably with times found by simulatio¡.

The model was fulther extended to allow tasks to fork into multipies of oth-

er task types upon cornpletion of service. Both the modified FCFS service

discipline and folking were needed to model the actual behaviour of tasks.

X1



Finally, the system design problern u'as formulated as a combinatorial opti-

mization problem by assigning costs to the waiting times of the tasks. The

optimization problem was solved using the simulated annealing method. The

best soiutions were found within 3 to 20 minutes of execution time, r'ecluir-

ing 300 temperatures and an epoch of 50. A small value for the maximum

allowable increase in the objective function at telmination was found to be

best (0.02 to 0.05 percent of the objective function). Lastly, the values for'

the two parameters responsible for sealching the neighbourhood structure

respond differently to different problems, and the best values must be founcl

bv experimentation.
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In the developrnent of a telephone switch, it is useful to know how long

it will take to process the various tasks associated with call processing. It

is necessaty to group the call processing functions into tasks, and to assign

each tasl< a priority, since the functions vary consider-ably in their ulgency fol

execution. A model that gives the sojourn times for the tasks is very usefuì.,

because it chalacter-izes plocessing dela5, and wilt indicate whether or not a

particulal system design meets quality of service standards. An example of

a quality of service standald is dial tone clelay. This delay must not exceecl

a certain amount. Simulation can be used to obtain sojourn times, but it is

very time consuming.

A br-ief description of the general steps in establishing (and ending) a

telephone call further details call processing. The first step is the d.etection

of an incoming cali (an unhool<ed receiver:). The digits are then receivecl



and translated to determine the terminating telminai (call destination). A

route fol the call is then found (if a clear line exists) and the speech path

is set up. The next step is to appil' r'inging. When an answer has been

detected, a call has been established. It may be necessary to lecord the time

fol billing pur-poses. When the call is finished, a disconnection is detectecl

and the speech path is taken down. It rnay again be necessaly to record the

time. The whole process of establishing and ending a telephone call requires

the execution of many different functions. It is these functions (portions of

system software) that form the tasks.

The processing required to establish and disconnect a single call will be

referred to as a job. Not every job that a switch processes, will require the ex-

ecution of exactly the same functions. The result is a numbel of job types or

classes. Just how a job is broken up into tasks, and what priorities these tasks

are given, greatly influences sojourn times. The system must be designed to

give preferential treatment to mole impoltant taslçs without seriously deta¡,-

ing others. The number of functions, possible prior-ity assignments, and job

types creates a very lalge numbel of possible system designs. For example,

a single job with ten functions genelates approxirnately 5.5 billion different

system configurations. To illustlate how functions can be gr-ouped, consicler'

four- functions 1, 2, 3, and 4 (given in the ordel in which they must be ex-

ecuted). When grouping the functions into tasks, the order of execution of

the functions must be maintained. Ttrere are three ways of grouping these



functions into two tasks: 1234,12 34, and 123 4 (functions in a task sharirrg

a common underline). Other ways of gr-oriping these functions would involve

one, three, or four tasks. When you add to the number of task structrues,

the fact that each task structure can have many priority assignments, thc:

number of system designs becomes vely large. Adding multiple job classes

tnakes the problem even larger. Later (in Chapter 4), a heuristic is plesented

that searches the problem space for good designs.

System designs ale evaluated on the basis of delay charactelistics. Two

impoltant measurements of delay are job tlansit time and start of service de-

lay. Job transit time is the total amount of time a job spends in the queueing

system. Start of selvice delay is the amount of time a job waits before ini-

tial processing begins. Stalt of processing dela¡r is vely important to certain

kinds of jobs. One of these kinds of jobs is a message that flows through

a packet switch [15]. Some of these messages have contention protocols, re-

quiring that an acknowledgement be returned to the message source within

a certain peliod of time. If an acknowledgernent is not returned in time, the

message source times out and retlies the transmission. It is for this reason,

that the first task of these jobs are usually given a high priority. There is

another type of task which should be given a high priority. This is a tasl<

which has a greater effect on the user of the system. Sometimes the delay

experienced by the usel of the system, depends only on the delay a particular

task has and not the entire job. There a::e tasks which should be given a lou,



priority. In a packet switch there are tasks (like statistics gathering) which

can be done in what is called a background mode. A message may depalt

the system long before tasks being performed in a backglound mode on its

behalf are complete. Sometimes several grades of service for a particular job

are offer-ed, resulting in different job classes. These job classes do not diffel

rvith respect to task structure, but differ only in priority assignment. Jobs

with higher grades of service will have higher priority assignments. In this

case, the designer would most likely assign priorities which would achieve a

reasonable baiance in the service given to the various classes. For example,

experimental r-esults for a two class problem found in the literature [16] shorv

that it is possible to considerably decrease the start of service delay experi-

enced by one class, while increasing only slightly the message transit time of

both classes.

X,"2 Solution Vfethod: Tkre Analytical Vlode}

The switch can be modeled as a single servel queueing system, since the call

processing is done on a single plocessor-. The arr-ival process of the jobs is

assumed to follow the Poisson process, with all of the tasks in a job alriving

wlth that job. This assumption permits the use of the PASTA propelty (Pois-

son Arrivals See Time Averages). This is an important property in forming

the equations for the sojourn time. A differ-ent arrival plocess woulcl make

the problem much more difficult to leplesent mathernatically. In addition to



this, the Poisson process does closely foilow the actual arr-ival process. Nziany

people in industry and other r-esealchers in this area, use this same arrival

process. The model considers muitiple job types or classes. A general service

time distribution is allowed for each of the tasks in a job (independent of

the arrival process). This is not a limitation: any service time distribution

can be used. The server tends to the tasks in a preemptive resume fashion.

In preemptive priority systems, an arriving high priority task interrupts the

service of a lower priority task and obtains selvice for itself. With preemptive

resume, service of the lower priority task is lesumed from the interruption

point. Preemption is necessary, because of the urgency for execution some

of the tasks have.

The model can further be described by the use of an example to illustrate

the operation of the queueing system. The example will involve two classes

of jobs. The first job type will have two tasks, with the first task having a

priority of one and the second a pr-iority of two. The second job type will also

have two tasks, the first having a pliority of one and the second a priority of

thlee (see Figures 1.1 and 1.2). The convention concerning priority that will

be used in this work, is that the task with the lowel number has the higher

priority. Fol example, a priority of one (the lowest number) is higher than a

priority of two. The service system consists of a coliection of priorit5' queues

(one for each distinct priorit5'). This example wili cleate three queues; one

for tasks with a priority of one, one for tasks which have a pliority of tu'o,
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Figure 1.1: First Job Ciass Figure 1.2: Second Job Class

and one for tasks that have a priority of three. The first stage in Figur-e 1.3

shows these queues at a point in time when the system is empty. The server

(which is idle) is denoted by a triangle.

When a job arrives, its first task is given ready-for-service status and joins

the applopriate priority queue, wher-e it will wait its turn for service. The

second stage shows the priority queues, after ajob ofthe first type has arlived

and its first task has been given ready-for-service status and has joined the

priority one queue. Tasks from the first job class will be denoted by a circle.

Even though the second task of this job is in the queueing systern, it wiil not

join a priority queue until it is given ready-for:-service status. This, it rvill

not receive until the fir'st task has completed service. The tasks within a job

must be serviced in order. As this one task receives service, anothel job of

the first type arrives, followed b¡' ¿ job of the second type. The third stage

shows the queues after the first task's of these jobs have received leady-for'-

service status and joined the queue. Tasl<s from the second job class u'ill



be denoted by a square. A sholt time later, another job of the first type

arlives. When its first task joins the queue, it u,ili position itself behind the

two tasl<s of its type. This means jumping ahead of a task which has alrivecl

before it. This modification to the first-come first-served service discipline is

needed to portray actual softwar-e execution of the operating system within

the switch. A task will only jump to join a similar task (ol group of similal

tasks). Similar tasks are tasks wirich not only come from the same job type,

but they must come from the same part of that job. If, when a task joins a

priority queue, there are no similar tasks, it will position itself at the end of

the queue. This applies to ail the priority queues. The foulth stage shorn's

the queues after this iast task has positioned itself behind its group.

Once the first task of a job has completed service, the job's second task

is given leady-for-service status and joins the pr:iority queues. The fifth

stage shows the queues right after the first task to receive service has been

cornpleted. The priority two task will have to rvait until the priority one queue

is empty before it wiil receive selvice, since the server will always tend to the

nonempty queue of the highest priority. Low priority tasks will eventualll.

receive service, providing the total tlaffic intensity is less than one. It may

happen that the fir'st task in an arriving job has a higher priority than the

task cullently being serviced. When this happens, the task being serviced is

pleempted and remains in a preempted state until work on all higher priority

tasks has been completed. Service on the preempted task is resumed from



the point of interruption. It is possible, to have a number of tasks (one frorn

each queue) in a pleempted state simultaneously.

The fi.rst tasks for the second and last job to alrive to the queueing system

will then receive service, resulting in the priority queues being as depicted in

the sixth stage, When the first task of the job of the second type completes

service, the job's second task will join the priority three queuel and the server'

will move over to the priority two queue (see the seventh stage). When service

to the second task of the first job (to arrive) iras been completed, the job is

finished. The eighth stage shows the queues r-ight after this has occur-red.

The approach used to obtain the mean waiting times is presented in

the next chapter. It is similar to that used by Daigle [16] for a strictly

first-come first-served (FCFS) priority queueing model with preemption and

multiple job types. This type of queueing rnodel will later be compaled to

the model developed in this worì<. Earlier, Daigle and Houstis [13] solved

a ploblem similar to [16] for a single job type. Simon [42] extended the

model of [13] to include â range of preernption (from non-pïeemptive to pure

preemptive) with IPF (Interrupted Pr-ocesses First) stlategy, forking, anci

bulk arrivals. After [16], Daigle [17] solved the muitiple job type problem for

non-preemption. Patelok [38] extended the model of [16] to include a range

of preemption with STRICT str-ategy, forking, and bulk arrivals. Bulakowsl<i

[4] also solved the multiple job type ploblem fol a range of preemption with

iPF strategy. An alternative apploach is to divide the job into time slices



(instead of tasks), and to give the job a priority and allow it to change.

Schrage and Ruschilzka have done some work in this area, to name just a

couple. Schrage [41] used a lound-robin queueing system, whele jobs are

given a certain amount of uninterrupted selvice and then placed into a lourer

priority queue if more service is needed. In this work, a job's priority is

lepeatedly lowered, creating mâny priolity queues. Ruschitzka [40] uses a

processor-sharing system, where a job's pliolity is defined by the difference

between the time it has been in the systern and an arbitrary function of its

attained service. None of these models are able to mimic the jurnping of

tasks that occurs in the priority queues. The contribution of this work is

the modification of the FCFS service discipline for a priority queueing model

with preemption, multiple job types, and forking.

The olgantzation of the remainder of the thesis is as follows. In the

first section of Chapter 2, the effect of jumping is examined by developing a

queueing model with a simplified modification to the FCFS service discipline.

In the second section of Chapter 2, a queueing model is developed with a

more general modifrcation to the FCFS service discipline. The model is

furthel extended to allow tasl<s to folk into multiples of other task tl,pes

in Chapter' 3. In Chapter 4 the system design ploblem is formulated as a

combinatolial optimizationproblem and solved using the simulated annealinp

method. conclusions and a sum.maly of the thesis is given in chapter 5.
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2.I"L Introduction

In order to determine what effect jumping has on the sojourn time of tasks,

a queueing model was developed that allowed certain tasks to jump to the

front of the queue. The celtain tasks are those that enter the priority queue

to find the server tending to a similar task. In this situation, the arr:iving

task will jump ahead of dissimilar tasks that are waiting in the queue. The

only way a task can enter a prior:ity queue when the server is busy, is bv

the alrival of a job (wiih its first task immediately joining the appropriate

queue). Therefore, a job's fir'st task will be the only one which will have the

opportunity to jump other taslcs. It has ah-eady been mentioned, that these

tasl<s will normally have a high priority. For the model, it r,vill be assumecl
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that these tasks have a priolity of one (the hlghest value). If this is not

assumed, there could be jumping in other pliority queues. This would caLrse

a problem, since the plobability of finding a given task in service at the time

of arrival, becomes difficult. The difficultv lies in the fact that these tasl<s

can be preempted. it is known how to calculate the probability of these

tasks being found either in service or a preem.pted state, but the probabilitv

of these tasks being found in service only would need to be found. The

mathematics of the model build upon the foundation of Daigle's model [16],

since it lent itself to be further developed into modeling this type of queueing

discipline.

2.L.2 Sojourn Times

Sojourn times are calculated by tagging an arbitrary arriving job, and com-

puting each tagged task's average sojouln time. This is made possible, by

the equivalence of what a Poisson arrival sees and what is seen by a random

observer [47]. Further, it has been shown that the fraction of arrivais that

see a process in some state, is eqrial to the fraction of time the process is

in that state [48]. This leads to the conclusion that the average deiays ex-

perienced by the tagged tasks are equal to those experienced by a tasl< in

stochastic equilibrium. Little's result is used to describe equiliblium concli-

tions, resulting in a linear system of equations from which sojourn time ca¡

be determined.

Consider a system with C classes of jobs, rn'here €v€r¡r job in ciass c

L2



(7 <, < C) has 7" tasks and a priority vector P": (P"t,P"2,...,P"r;) sr-rch

that P"¿ is the priority of task z in job c. The service time for task cz (ø"¿) is

drawn independently from the distribution B"¿. Let the terrn ú.¡ denote the

alrival time of the tagged class c job, and the term ú"¿ denote the time at

which service of the tagged task cz is completed. The expected sojourn time

for task c'i, S"¿, is defined to be the expected value of the quantity tc¿ - tco.

The expected sojourn tirne for- a task, is found b)' summing up delays due to

other tasks arriving prior to ú"6, att"6, and after ú"6. The following equations

describe the effect tasks d7 have on the tagged task cz.

The expected delay to task ci, due to early arrivals (tasks alriving priol

to ú"6) is denoted,g¿"0, ând is equal to the time required to service those

ear-ly tasks that received service during the time interval (t"o, t"¿). This is

determined by filst finding the expected numbel of early tasks d7 that have

been served during this time period. It is the number of tasks that are founcl

in the system at t"s, subtracted by the number of tasks that ale left in the

system at, t"¿. Since ,S¿"u is the delay to task ce, this difference must be

multiplied by the expected service time for task dj. In addition, a terrn must

be included to take into account the possibility that the arriving tasl< cz will

find one of these tasks either in service or in a preempted state (the term

subtracts the service that this task has ah-ead¡, received). Sr-rmming the effect

of all of the task types, results in the following equation:

SE"o : I (E"o;a¡ - E"t;¿¡)rd¡ i 6¿r(r¿¡ - rø)
d.j;E¿6,¿¡lE¿¿,¿¡

13

(21)



where E"o;dj : the expected number of tasks d7 found in the system by the
arriving tagged class c job.

E"¿;,tj : the expected number of tasks d;t that are left in the system
at time ú"¿.

rd,j : the expected service time of task d7.

6¿j : the probability that an arbitlary arriving job finds a task di
either in service or interrupted.

r¿j : t'he mean residual life fol task d:j.

The value of 8"6,¿¡ is equal to À¿S¿¡ due to Littie's result (À¿ being the mean

auival rate for class djobs), for' 1 ( c 1 C, I < d( C, and 1 < j < T¿. A

vaLue lor 6a¡ can be detelmined through the use of the expression

(U); : Pd.r /r o\
t - Ðl:,ÐT:'i' pnt

where ffig;dj : the index of the last task in a job of this class that runs
during an interruption of a task dj. If its value is equal to
zero, then the sum is also zero.

p : the traffic intensity (Àr).

This equation is the result of Little's lesult and the equation for the aver'-

age completion time (frorn [aa] pp 64-65). The average completion time

referred to here, is the amount of time that task dj is either in selvice ol

is in a preempted state. For the single class problem, that time is equal to

-,+"1 -. Since this dissertation cleals with multiple classes, tasks from

the othel classes must be taken into account. The result, is an average com-

pletion time which is equai to - -.--++'',=-- . Tire value for 6¿¡ is alsot- Ln:,' ^s ) k:1 " rsk

the average number of tasks d7 which ale eithel in selvice ol in a pr-eemptecl

state at an arbitrary point in tirne. This is due to the fact that there carr
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only be zero or one of these tasks in such a state, at any given point in time.

Thus, Little's resuit can be used to relate 6¿¡ to the average completion time.

resulting in Equation 2.2.

A value for r¿¡ can be found by using the equation r¿, : Efrfull2ra¡,

where the first and second moments ale l<nown fi'om the input data. The

equation for r¿¡ is widely known and can be found in [30] (pug. 173). Ttre

value of E"¿,¿¡ can be found using the following lecursive equation and an

initial condition.

DLtci;ùj 
-

(2 3)

The initial condition is E"¡,¿s: 0 for ! 1 c < C, 0 < ¿ < 7", and I < d < C.

The tasl< d0 is an imaginaly task of 1ob d, and it runs at the instant of job

alrival. This task has the system's highest prior-ity and requires zeïo service

time, so there are never any of them in the queue at a point in time (e.g.

t"¿).

The term E"¿,¿¡ in Equation 2.3 reculses to either- Ec¡-t;dj, 8",¿_1,¿,¡_1, cl:-

Eci;d.,j-r. The justification for doing so will be given in the next section, where

a proof is given for a similar (but not identical) equation (Equation 2,7).

What is impoltant here, is to discuss the conditions for which these various

Ec,i_ r;d.j
I}I'r^; 1.); 1l\. 

' 'a1J

Ec,i_I;d.,i_I
Ec,i._I;d.,j-I
6¿(8",¿-u¿¡ - Àanø)
6"¿(8",¿-r;dj - Àanø)
+(1 - 6¿)Ec,¡_t;d.,i_t
Eci;d.,i -l

;J1Lfr
,i:I,j:I,c:d

# Pa,¡*t i: I, j + I,i:I,j:I,c+d

: P¿,j-"t 'i: I, i + I

P¿¡ ) P"¿

P¿j : P"¿

Pr,: P^,

P¿j : P"¿

Paj : P"¿

Paj : P"¿

P¿¡ I P"¿

15



terms apply and any additional telms tirat are needed. The discussion in-

volves the part of the equation whele Pat : P.¿. This is a requirenent for'

jumping. If the two tasks are not in the same priority queue, jumping will

not take place. When dealing with the delay due to eârly ¿¡¡fyals, it must be

taken into account that the tagged task can (on occasion) jump over tasks

ùj whích have arrived before it. It has already been mentioned, that the

jumping task rnust be the first task of a particular job. Since task cz will be

doing the jumping in this case, no jurnping can take place when i I L The

equation E"¿;dj : Ec¡_r;d¡-r f.or P¿, : Pci is applicable when i, + 1. Thele

are two situations which can arise when ¿: 1 and E"¿;dj: Ec,i_r;d.,i-r is still

applicable. One of these occasions is when j : I and c : d. Jumping will

not occur in this situation, because the two tasks being considered are iden-

tical. It is important and necessâry to state this, because the algorithm takes

into account the effect that every tasl< has on a given task. Even those tasl<s

which are in the same job as the task under consideration (including the task

which is the same âs the one being considered) are taken into account. In

other words, the influence cz tasks have on the tagged task cz is taken into

accorint. The second occasion is when j + l and Pa¡t I 1. For task dj to be

jumped, it must find itself between two c'i tasks. This ivould never happen

since P¿¡-1 ) 1. Task d7 would only enter the priority one queue when it

wonld be empty (otherwise task d;j - 1 would not obtain service). For all

other situations, when z: 1 (and Poj : P"¿) one of two other-equations must
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be used.

The first of the two equations is for- when j : I and c I d. If no

jumping were aliowed, E"¿,¿¡ would equai zero (Er¿.¿o : 0 for any value of

z). Even when jumping is allowed, the number of early tasks d7 that are

left in the system at time t"¿ is zero most of the time. It is the odd time

(100á"c percent of the time to be exact) that jumping occurs and all the

tasks ùj that the arriving job found in the queue are left at time ú"¿. The

expected number of tasks ùj that are left in the system at time ú"¿, is the

probability of jurnping (ó"¿) rnultipìied by the expected number of tasks at

time ú"6 (the arrival time of the tagged task) which are waiting to be served.

The expected number of tasks that are waiting to be served at time ú.¡ is

equal to À¿(S¿¡ - ùø). The expected number of tasks dj that are left in

tlre system at time l"¿ is then equal to 6"¿À¿(5¿¡ - Ìø).Since E"o;dj: À¿Sø

the eqnation can be rewritten as E"¿;dj : 6"¿(Ec¡_1;dj - Àarø). The seconcl

of the two equations is for when j + 1 and P¿,r-, : 7. The first part of

this equation is similar to the previous equation in that 1006., percent of the

time the queueing system acts like P¿¡ > P"¡. However, the rest of the time

(7 - 6"0) the lesult is not zero, but Ec,i_r;d,j_ r. The r-esult is the equation

Eci.;d,j : 6"¿(Ec,¿_t;d.j - À¿rø) + (1 - 6c¿) Ec,¡-t;d¡_ t.

The expected delay to tasl< ci, due to arrivals at t"s is denoted ,s4"0, and

can be caiculated with the simple sumrnation

,¿

S
ò¡ : ) :]:^t..

"cL IJ
l-1À-a

77

(2.4)



The expected delay to task cz due to late alrivals (tasks arriving after'

ú"s) is denoted 57.,, and is equal to the time required to service late arliving

tasks that received service during the time interval (t"0, t"¿). The delay can

be calculated with the foliowing equation.

CT¿
SL"o: tt L"¿;¿jÍdt

d--I i:I
Where Lct;dj : the expected numbel of tasks cÌtj from the Ìate arrivals that

are serviced by time ú"¿.

Lrke E"¿.¿¡, the value of. L"¿.¿¡ can be detelmined by the use of a recursive

equation and a couple of initial conditions.

(2 5)

L"¡.;dj:

Lc,i_l;d.j

Lc,i_I;d.,j_I
Lc,i_L.d.,j-r
Lc,i.-r;d,,i_ r

P¿¡ ) P"¿
D..-DtdJ-tcz
D 

-Dtdj-tci
Poj:P"¿lPc,¿-t

; L1

,i :7, j : I, c: d,

i.+ 7, j :7
'i:I,i:1,c+d

i.+ t, j :7

6d,¡(L"¡;¿,¡_1 - À¿rr¡) P¿j : Pr¡

6 d,¡ (L 
"¿;a,¡ -t - Àan 

"¿)+(1 - 6r¡)L"¡_1¿,¡-, Poj : Pci: P^¿-t
Lc¿;d,,j_L P¿¡ { P"¿

(2 6)

The first initial condition is L"6.¿¡ : 0 for 7 I c < C,7 < d ( C, and

0 < j ST¿ Thesecondis L"¿.¿s: À¿5"¿ for 1( c1C,7 <i ( [, and

7 < d ( C. Since task d0 is a special task (it is "ser:viced" immediately upon

alrival), those that arrive before the tagged tasl< has completed service (ancl

after the tagged job has arr-ived) will be served. This term (L"¿;¿o) is the

mean number of class d job arrivals dur-ing (t"o,t"¿1.

The term L"¿.¿o in Equation 2.6 recurses to either Lc,i_r;d.jt L",¿_1.¿,i_1, or

Lci;d.,j_r. The justification fol doing so rvill be given in the next section, u,here
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a proof is given for a similar (but not identical) equation (Equation 2.rr).

What will be given here, is a discussion on the conditions for which these

various terms apply and any additional terms that are needed. Again, the

discussion need only involve the palt of the equation where jumping will take

place (Pø : P"¿). When dealing with the delay due to late ar-rivals, it must

be taken into account that these arlivals can (on occasion) jump the taggecl

task while it waits in the queue. In this case, it is the task dj which will be

doing the jumping. Again, the jurnping task must be the fir-st task of a job.

This results in no jumping taking place when j + r. The equation which

states this is L"¡.;dj : Lc,i-r;d,,j-7 when Poj : P"¿ and j + 1 This equation

should also be used on two occasions when j : 7. The first occasion is when

'i : 7 and c : d. Jumping will not occul in this situation, because the tu¡o

tasks being considered are identical. The second occasion is when i l7 and

Pc,¿-t I 7. For task c'i to be jumped, it must find itself between two dj tasks.

This would never happen since P",¿-r ) 1. Tasl< c¿ worild only enter the

priority one queue when it would be empty (othelwise task c, z - 1 would not

obtain service). For alÌ other situations when j : I (and PA: P"¿), one of

two other equations must be used.

The fir'st of the two equations is fol when ,i : I (and c + d) If no

jumping were allowed, L"¿.¿¡ would equal zero (L"s.dj : 0 for- any value of

i) when jumping is allowed, the tagged task can be jumped at any time

from its arrival to the time when it begins to receive service. This time
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period is given by ^9, - n¿. To obtain the expected number of tasks dj

that can jump the tagged task during this time peliod, one has to multipl5,

the time period by the arrival rate (À¿) and by the probability that the

alriving task will find a d7 r-eceiving service (á¿r). The lesulting equation is

Lc¡;dj : 6¿1À¿(5"¿ - r"¿). Using the equation L"¿.¿s : Àd.Sc¿, the result can

be written as L.¿.¿¡ : 6¿j(L.¿;a,j-L - À¿n"¿). The second of the two equations

is for when i, + 1 and P",¿-1 : 1. The first palt of this equation is similar

to the previous equation, but an additional part is needed. The additional

part has to do with the contribution to L¿.¿¡ thaf ùj makes when jumping

is not occurring (100(i - 6ø) percent of the time). This additional part is

(I - 6ù)Lc,i_L;d.,j_r. The addition is needed, because the term Lc,.i-r;d.,j_ r

is no longet zero (like it is when i, : 1). The whole equation is L".¿, :
6d'¡(L"¿;¿,¡-t- À¿r"¿) + (1 - 6d,¡)L",¿-u¿,¡_t.

The expected sojourn time for tasl< cz is given in the equation Sci :

Sp.oÏ Se"u¡ Sr.o. Applying this equation to each task in every job (1 1 c I C

and 1 < i < Q) gives a linear system of equations of the form,S : aS I b.

The number of the equations is equal to the number of unique tasks in the

queueing system. The unl<nowns are solved for-by using the Jacobi iteration

method [26], This method was fast (returning results in 1or 2 seconcis),

and it had no diffi.culty solving problems with 20 or so task types (a large

problem as far as this particular ploblem is concerned). The matrix ,g is a

column vector (Str, Str, .'. , Srr., S2t, '.' , Srr") j Sct, ... , Scr.),
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while ¿ and b are matlices (ô is also a column vector) of known quantities.

2"L"3 Numerical Ðxamples

Two queueing disciplines were tried on an example problem, where one al-

lowed jumping and the other did not. This was done to determine the effect

that jumping had on tasl< and job so.journ times. A number of runs rvere

done on a system containing two jobs, where the alrival rates of the jobs

were varied. However, the ratio of the arrival rates of the two jobs remainecl

constant. Job 2 had ten times the arrival rate of Job i for every run. When

jumping was allowed, the sojourn time of the first task of the job with the

highel arrival late was lower than it would have been had jumping not been

allowed (see Figure 2.1). The diffelence is small, only because of the numbers

used in this particular example. Different numbers were not used, because it

would have made the differences in following figure much larger. This larger

difference would have required a change of scale (along the y axis) to plot

properly. This would have made a compalison between these two figru'es

(Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2) difficult. The specific values for the traffic inten-

sity ale also not that important. Highel values of traffic intensity will give

lalger differences in sojourn time, but it is the lelative differences that are

important. The opposite of what happened to the job with the highel arrivai

rate, is seen happening to the job with the lower allival rate (see Figure 2.2).

The sojourn time for this job's first task was highel th.an it would have

been had jumping not been allowed. As the arrival rates increase, so does
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the benefit to the frequently arriving job's task and the loss to the seldom

arriving job's task. It is obvious from the two figures, that the gain of the

benefiting task does not equal the loss of the losing tasl<. If the ratio of the

arrival rates is 2 to 7, the benefiting task gains one half of what the losing

task loses. This is because there a e two tasks (fr:om two jobs) gaining for-

every task which loses. There is conselvation of work, as one job class gains

what the other- loses. In the figures, the difference of ten to one is evident

when a comparison between the first tu'o figures is made. The arrival rate

is not the only factor to influence the sojourn time of the fir-st task. The

service time of the first task also determines the size of the benefit or loss. A

job would benefrt by having a larger service time for the first task; since this

would create a longer time period for its tasks to jump. A longer time period

would mean more tasks jump, lowering the time the task spends waiting to

be served. Differences in selvice times affect the sojourn time in a manner'

similar to that for differ-ences in arrival rates. All other things being equal, a,

job having twice the service time for the first task than that of another job,

will benefit one half of what the fir'st task of the other job will lose.

As far âs message transit time is concerned, neither of the two jobs expe-

rienced a gain or a loss when changes to alrival rates or service times were

made. Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show this to be true for a change in the arrival

rate. |{otice that the line in Figule 2.3 is stightly curved, and the line in

Figure 2.4 is consider-ably curved. Both shorv the effect of iow priority tasks.
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For the example problem, the pliolit), of the first tasks in each job were equai

to one. The straight lines in Figures 2.1 and 2.2, show that the increased so-

j ourn time is due to the increased traffic of the priority one tasks. Figures 2 .3

and2.4 involve the other tasks in the jobs. Both jobs had three tasks, with

the second and third tasks having priorities of two and one (respectivel¡,) for

Job 1 and three and one (respectively) for Job 2. When the traffic intensity

is increased, it is the low priority tasks that suffer. The priority three task

in Job 2, feels the incleased traffi.c of the priority one, two, and three tasks.

This is seen in the dramatic rise of the sojourn time with traffic intensity in

Figure 2.4. The rise in Figure 2.3 is slower, because its lowest priority task

has a priority of two.

The results also show a benefit to having the modified FCFS queueing

discipline. This benefit is that frequently arriving messâges that have a

contention protocoi, are less likely to time out and lequire retransmission.

2"2 Multíple "lurnpíng
2"2.L lntroduction

The differences in the sojourn times between the two queueing disciplines

that were seen in the previous section, has prompted further work in this

area. The queueing model presented in this section differs from the one in

the previous section, in that the modification to the first-come first-servecl

service discipline is different. Here, tasks are allowed to jump and join similar.
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tasks wherever they exist in the queue. This means that tasks are going to

jump, even when the server is not servicing a task of its t¡'pe. It also means

that tasks are going to be jumping in queues othel than the priority one

queue. The end result is a grouping of task types in each priority queue. To

illustrate see Figure 2.5a. Task A a¡r'ives to find othel tasks of its type in the

Figure 2.5: Task A joins the queue.

queue and jumps ahead to join them. It will position itself behind the group

of tasks of its type. In doing so, it is jumping ahead of tasks frorn different

gloups, that ar-rived before it (even though they are of the same priority). if
there âre no tasks of its type, the task will position itself at the end of the

queue. In Figure 2.5b, task A does not find any tasks of its type and has to

join the back of the queue (forming a gloup of its own). Again, similar- tasks

ale tasks which not only colne from the same job type, but they must also

come fi'orn the same part of that job. This model more closely models tire
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actual movement of tasks in system software.

2"2"2 Sojourn Times

Portions of the mathematics for this model are identical to poltions for the

model in the previous section. So in ordel to avoid repetition, only those

poltions which differ will be discussed. The first difference is in the equation

for E"¿,¿¡, which will be derived from a random variable equation.

Remaining Tasks: Random Variable Equation

Two random variables must be defined.

Xco;dj: the numbel of early tasks d7 found in the s)'stem by the arriving
tagged class c job.

X"¿;ù : the number of ear-ly tasks d7 that are left in the system at time
!
uc¿.

Ploposition 1

The equation relating the two

Xc,i_r;dj
Xc,i- 7;d.,j_I

var-iables, is the following:

Xc¿;dj :
Xc,i_ r;d.,j-r ¡jumping does not occur'

X c,t_t;dj I jumping occut's

Xci;d.,j-r

P¿i) P"¿

P¿j: P"¿ ci,:d,j
or Po 1 P",¿_t
or P¿¡ 1P¿,¡-1

Pdj: P"¿ ci'fdj
and P"¿) P",¿-1
and P¿¡t P¿,¡_1

P¿j:P"¿ cildj
and P¿¿) P¿,¿-1

and P¿¡) P¿,¡-y
P¿¡ 1P¿¡
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The initial condition Xci;d.o:0 for 71c1C,0<i,17", and 1<d<C.

Proof

The verification of Equation 2.7 is as follorvs. When Pdj > P"¡ no tasks d7

will be selviced during the time intelval (t",;-r, t"¿). That is to say that

tlre number of early tasks d7 that are plesent at time tc,i-rt are also present

at time t.¿. As a result, X.i;d.j : Xc,¿-r;dj. When Poj : P"¿, there are trvo

possibilities: either the task ci, wtll jump ovel tasks dj, or it will not. If

it does not jump, any task dj with a priority equal to that of task ci, and

which has not yet joined the ready-for-service querie by time ú",¿_1 wilÌ still

be in the system at time ú"¿. These tasks will have predecessor tasks ld, j - 1]

that are still in the system at time tc,¿_t. The numbel of predecessor tasks

in the system at this time, will equal the number of tasks dj that are still

in the system at time t"¡. As a result, X"i;dj : Xc,i-r;d.,j_r. If ci, : dj, the

two tasks are similal and jumping rvill not occur'. Two other conditions will

ensure that jumping will not occur ane P"¿ 1 Pc,¿_t and P¿¡ 1 P¿,¡_7. In

both cases, these tasks (cz and ùj, respectively) enter empty queues. In order

fol jumping to be possible, the tagged task cz must find a task (ol group of

tasks) d7 waiting, when it enters the queue (as well as a group of its own

type to j.,-p to). If any one of these thlee conditions ale true, jumping will

not occul (rnore than one can be tlue for a particular cd and dj) If ci. I dj,

P"¡ ) Pc¡-l, and P¿¡ ) Pa,j_t, there is a chance that tagged task c¿ lvill

jump over tasks dj. When this happens) no tasks d7 will be serviced dur-irrg
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the time intervai (t",n_t ú"¿]. This situation is similal to rn'hat happens rvhen

Pdj > P"¿. It has been shown that in this case, X.¿;ùj : Xc,i-r;rjj.This portiorr

of the equation will produce a decrease in the sojourn time of the tagged task,

to account fol the fact that the tagged task need not always wait for earlier'

tasks dj to be serviced befole receiving selvice itself. This only occuls with

certain configurations of the groups of task types in the queue. That is, the

arr-iving Lask ci, must find one or mole tasks of its type in front of eallier

tasks dj, when it arrives. If this does not happen, jumping will not occur

and X"¿.¿¡ : Xc,¿_r.d.,j-1 (the reasoning for which has already been discussed).

When P¿¡ < P"¿, only those tasks d7 whose predecessor tasks ld, j - i] have

not been serviced by time ú¿¿ will still be in the system at t"¿. The number of

tasks d, j - l which have not been serviced by timet"¿ is equal to X"¿,¿,¡_1.

The lesult is Xri,¿i : Xci.d.j-r. z

The only possibilities not covered by Equation 2.7 are when Pci.: Pc,¿_t

and/ol when Po, : P¿,¡-r. A ploblern alises when either of these two equa-

tions are true. The problem is due to tasl<s jumping othel tasks within the

same job type. This would happen, for example, in a four task job with the

set of pliorities (r, 2, 2, 1). The problem tasks are the second and thilcl

task of this job. A second task has the opportunity to get ahead of thir-ci

tasks, without a third task having the chance to jump second tasks. If the

tagged task is the second tash, it rnay jump third tasks that have arrivecl

early (since it will find both second and thircl tasks in the qr-reue). However',
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if the tagged task is the third task, it cannot jump second tasks that have

arrived early. This is because this tagged task u'ill find no second tasks (that

have arrived early) in the queue. AII early second tasks must be served befole

the tagged second task. It is this imbalance that the equations ale unable

to deal with. The restriction is a minor one, since there is little benefit to

having consecutive tasks of equal priolity. Jobs are broken up into tasks, for

the most part, to be treated differently.

Remaining Tasks: Expected Value Equation

Forming the expectation of both sides of Equation 2.7 and introducing plob-

ability ter-ms results in the following equation.

QO
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ElX"¿;øl : ElX",¿_t;d.¡ lpo,rp"r)Prp¿¡)p¿¿

+ EIX 
"¡- r;a,¡ - r I eo, : r.i, ci:cbf P r pd : pc¿, ci:dj

+ ElX",i_ r;d,¡-r leo,:r"¿, ci*ù, p.¿<p.,¿-tf
* PrPor:P.r, ci+dti, Pc¡1Pc,¿-t

+ EIX 
",i_ 

:;d.,¡ t leo,:e"¿, ci*dj, p¿¿] pç,¡-1, po¡ <po,¡ -rf
* PTp*:p"u, ci+d.i, Pc¿)Pc,¿-t, P¿¡1P¿,¡-1

+ E IX 
",i - 

r;a¡ (j umpi¡g I I eo, : e.u, cil d'j, P"¿] P.,n - r, Po¡ > Po, ¡ - r)
* PTpor:P.r, ci+ùj, Pç¿)P¿,¿-1, P¿ilP¿,¡-7

+ El{ 
",0 - t';d,j - r (no j umping) I 

po¡ : p"o, cil ùi, P"¿> P",o- r, Pa¡ > Pa, ¡ - r)
* PTPa¡:P"¡, ci*dj, Pç¡)P¿,¿-1, P¿¡)P¿,¡-7

+ Elxri;d,i: lpo,<p"nf PrP¿j<P.¿ (2 8)

where Prpa¡>p.¿: the probability of the priority of dj being larger than the
priority of cz.

Some of the probability telms arise fiom Pdj > P"¿, Pdj : Pci, anc), p¿¡ {
P"¿. Tlre other terms arise from ci, : dj and ci, # dj, P"¡ I p¿,¿_1 anc).

P"¡ ) Pc,¿-t, and P¿¡ < P¿,j_, and P¿¡ ) P¿,¡_t These five inequalities

and one equation, creâte eight possible combinâtions for tasks ci, and, dj

when Poj: P"¿. rn seven of the eight combinations, jumping will not occrr.

The teÌm Prpo¡:p.o,ci:dj àccotrnts for four of these, Prpo¡:p.o,cíldi,p"¿1p¿,¿-¡

accounts for two more) and Prpor:p"¿, cit'di, pc¿)pc,¿-r, p¿¡1p¿,¡-l accounts fol the

last. Jumping is possible with the remaining combination; when ci, I clj,

P"¿ ) Pc,¿-r, and Pdj > Pa,j-r. For any c,i and dj, atl but one of the abo'e

plobability terrns will be equal l,o zero, with ttre remaining term equal to

one.
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It is easiel to work with the equation in its decomposed form for com-

putational purposes, than to calculate the pt'obabilities. The lesult is the

following equation:

Þ.. -- P.ttltttcl'

P¿j: P"¿ ci,: dj
oI P¿1P",¿-1
ol P¿¡ 1P¿,i-1

E"¿;ù :
Ø"i;dt 8",¿_t;d7 

| jurnping occu¡s P¿j: P"¿ ci'f dj
and P"¿) P",¿-1
and P¿¡) P¿¡-1

G - A"too)Ec,i.-r;d.,i- riiumpíng does not occul

Eci;d,i -1

P¿j: P"¿ ci'+drj
and P¿¿) P",¿-1
and P¿¡) P¿,¡_1

P¿¡ 1P"¿.
(2 e)

where E.¿;,tj : the expected numbel of early tasks dj that are left in the
System at time ú"¿.

O"¿;dj : the probability of tagged task cz jurnping tasks d7.

The first initial condition is E"¿,¿s : 0 fol 1 ( c < C, 0 < i, < 7", and.

7<d<C. The second initial condition is E"s,dj : À¿Sa¡ for 1( c1C,
7<d<C, and 7S j <T¡

Jumping Probability

An apploximate value for A"¿.¿¡ can be found by relating the traffic intensities

and arrival rates of the groups in a priority queue. A task group is the

expected number of tasks of that type, and is equal to the tasl<'s arrival

Ec,i_I.dj

Ec,i_L;d.,i -\

.)+
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Figure 2.6: Configulation plobabilities.

rate multiplied by its individual sojouln time (this is the time spent in the

leady-for-selvice queue plus the selvice time). A value f.or A"¿.¿¡ is found

by approximating the probability that an arbitrary arrival wilt find group ci

in front of group d7. This is done by determining the probability of ever-y

possible configuration (order) of groups in a priority queue, and summing

up those where tasks cz are ahead of tasl<s dj. To find the probability of a

given configuration, one has to determine the plobability of finding the fir'st

group first, and the second group second, and so forth (see Figure 2.6). The

probability of finding a group at the front of the queue is set equal to tire

latio of the traffic intensity of that gloup ovel the total traffic intensity of alt

the groups in the queue. The probability of finding the second group second,

given the filst group, is set equal to the latio of the alrival late of that grolp

over the sum of arrival rates of all ttre groups in the queue which coulcl be

in the second position (this excludes the group in the first position). The

DÉ.
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probability of finding the third group in the thild place, given the first arrd

second group, is set equal to the ratio of the arrival rate of that group over

the sum of arrival lates of all the groups in the queue which could be in

the third position (this excludes the groups in the first and second position).

This continues on until probabilities for all positions have been found. The

probability of the configuration is the product of all positional probabilities.

A value for a¿,¿¡ can be calculated with Equation 2.10. The configula-

tions are grouped together, in older to describe them algebraically. The task

types ci, and dj arc represented as ú(1) and t(2) respectively, so as to avoid

large numbers of variable names and to make it possible to represent l/ task

types (N being the number of task types in the priority queue). The value

for ,^/ is equal to the number of elements in the set Û. It cannot include

those tasks which have a preceding task of lower priority, since these tasks

will always enter empty queues. The first group of configur-ations to be con-

sidered is the gronp where the tasks of type ú(1) form the first group of the

queue. The probability of each and every one of these configurations must be

included in the value for 0¿11¡,¿12¡. The sum of these plobabiiities is equal to

the traffic intensity of task type one (prrr¡) divided by the sum of the tlaffic

intensities of all the task types in the queue (D, prø¡). This ratio forms the
qet

first term in Equation 2.I0.

The second (and only other) group ofconfigurations involves tasks oftype

other than ú(1) that form the fi.r'st group of the queue. Whatever subgroup
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of configurations are considered, the probability of this other group being

at the front of the queue must be taken into account. The second term of

Equation 2.10 does this ({{r) ancl it cloes it for every other task type
Z- Pttql

¡/ 
qet

in the gueue (Ð) The next term in the explession is -#t". This,
n:3 

t Àt1"¡

n=L
when multiplied by the second term, gives the probability of t(1) forming the

second group in the queue (given that ú(n) forms the first group). When n
N

is varied fi'om 3 to lr (f ), the sum is the total probability of finding grorip
n:3

ú(1) second (and in front of group t(2))

The next, and last, term in Equation 2.10 represents the probabilities

that are associated with ú(i) being the third, or fourth, or fifth, etc. group

in the queue (but still ahead of t(2)). The number of these plobabilities is

dependent on the number of task types in the queue. For example, if l/:4
the probability that ú(1) forms the third group and ú(2) for-ms the fourth

gloup, must be added to 0¿11¡.¿12¡. In ordel to calculate this probability,

you must multiply the term 
fh 

by the probability of the second group

^ 
o't

beingsecond(#)andbytheprobabiIityoft]rethir.dgroupbeing

I Àt1'")

rn:I
m*n

ttrird (-*5). No matter where in the queue group ú(1) is, in calculating
2-^t(")
ueÍ

J/



the probability the denominator of the fir'st À term is f À¿1-¡ and the

n=:"
numerator of the last À term is À¿11¡. ?]":. these two are common, they

can be factored out. The summation f insules that the ú(1) group is
r:l

considered in every position in the queue. The summation D insures that
p"eñ¡ 

r
every possible order of task types is considered. While the product sum f{

,1

insures that all the À terms are multiplied together.

1 A/ I lr'-3 r \.,-'
o¿(r);¿(2) : \-.= [prrrt + Ð pr<,t-#L tr + I t il +f-]-ff

qeLtpt(ù 
n:3 

D. 
^"-' 

':7 P"€ñ/ s:t ¿-r-^t(u)

ÍfL: T

mln
(2 10)

where Ú : {gttl Pre): Pte): Psrr, Psr,> Pn¡r-r or k: 1, 1 ( g < C}

l¡-¡cyt - \L< P, < N, P, #n, Prl P.-t Vw : 2< ru < s)

V : {t 1u{ IV, u*n, u+ p* yw: 1 ( w < s}

Tasks Served: Random Variable Equation

Another-equation to change, is that of. L"¡.¿¡, which also will be delived fi'om

a random variable equation. Two lanclom variables must be defined.

Yci;d¡: the number of late tasks dj that arrive before time ú"¿.

Yci;dj: the number of late tasks dj that ale serviced by time l"¿.

.-tõ



Proposition 2

The equation lelating the two

Yc,i_r;dj

Yc,i._L;d.,j -1

variables, is the following:

Yc,i._r,d.,i_ r ¡jumping does not occuï

Yci;d.,j - L I j umping occuls

Yci;d.,j-I

P¿¡) P"¿

P¿'j: P"¿

OI

OI

P¿j: P"¡

and
and

P¿j: P"¿

and
and

P¿¡ 1P"¿.

çL 
- 

L|JJ

P¿¿1P",¿-1

P¿¡ 1P¿,¡-1
ci+dj
P"¿) P",¿-1
P¿¡) P¿,¡-1
ci.ldj
P^,) P^, .

P¿¡) P¿,¡-1

(2.11)

and 0 S j lT¿

v...-! clidl -

The initial condition isY"s,dj : 0 for 1 ( c I C, I < d < C.

Proof

The verification of Equation 2.77 is similar to that done for Equation 2.7.

When Pdj > P"¿no tasks dj wlll be serviced during the time interval (t^¿:, t,tf ,

since the priority of task cz is higher than that of tasks d7. This means that

the number of tasks ùj from the late arrivals that have been serviced by time

ú",¿-1 is equal to the number that have been selviced by tirne ú"¿. As a result,

Y¿;¿j : Yc,i-r;dj. When Poj : P"¿, there are two possibilities: either tasks

dj wlII ju-p over tagged task c,i, or they will not. If they do not jump, the

number- of tasks dj that run before the tagged task ci is equal to the number

of tasks [d, j - 1] that run before the tagged task [c, i. - l. The result is

Y"¿;dj : Yc,i_r;d.,j_r. If ci, : ùj, tlte trvo tasks are similar and jumping u'ili

not occur. Two other conditions that will plevent jumping from occurring



àrê P¿¡ { Pc,¿_t 
^nd 

Pdj { P¿,¡_t. in both cases) these tasks (ci, and d.l

lespectively) enter empty queues. In order for jumping to be possible, a

tasl< dj must find the tagged task ci waiting (not preempted), when it enter-s

the queue. Either- of these two conditions wili prevent that situation from

occurring. \zlor-e than one of the thlee conditions above can be true for a

particular ci, and d;j. I1 ci I ùj, P"¿ ) Pc,¿_t, and P¿¡ > Pa,j_r, there is a

chance that an arriving task dj will jurnp over tagged task c¿. When jump-

ing occurs, the queueing system behaves as if P¿¡ { P"¿. When P¿¡ I P"¡,

a task d3 wlII receive service before time ú"¿ if its predecessor- task [d, j - I]

receives service before ú"¿. Therefore, the number of tasks d;j that will receive

service before time t"¿ (Y"¿;ø) is equal to the number of predecessor tasks

ld, j - 1] that receive selvice before t.¿ (Y.¿;d.,j-1). The resulting equation is

Y¿;¿j : Y¿,¿,j-t. This portion of the equation will increase the sojouln time

of the tagged task, to account fol some late tasks dj rcceiving service prior

to the tagged task, when ordinarily they would not have. This only occurs

with certain configurations of the groups of tasl< types in the queue. That

is, the arriving tasks d7 must find one ol more tasks of theil type in front

of the tagged task, when they ar-rive. If this does not happen, jumping wilì

not occnl and Y¿,¿¡ : Yc¡_r;d.j-r (the leasoning for which has already been

discussed). n

Like Equation 2.7, the only possibilities not covered by Equation 2.rr are

wlren Pci : Pc,¿_t and/or when Poj : Pa,j-r. A problem arises when either
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of these two equatiolls are true. Again, the ploblern is due to tasks jumping

othel tasks from the same job type. Consider the example of a foul task joì:

rvith the set of priorities (7, 2,2, 1).The pr-oblem tasks ale the second and

third task of this job. A second task has the opportunity to get ahead of

thir-d tasks, without a thild task having the chance to jump second tasks.

Late arriving second tasks may ju-p the tagged task, if the tagged task is

the third task (and it is waiting behind other second tasks). However, late

arriving third tasks cannot jump the tagged task, if the tagged task is the

second task, since the second task of these late jobs rnust stay behind the

tagged task. In other words, there are no late arriving third tasks when the

tagged task is the second task. All of the second tasks of these late jobs must

be served after the tagged task, preventing their third tasks from obtaining

leady-for'-service status and joining the quer-le. This is another imbalance

that is caused by consecutive tasks of equal priolity.

Tasks Served: Expected Value Equation

Forming the expectation of both sides of Equation 2.i1 and introducing prob-

ability terms results in the following equation.
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ElY"¿;øl : ElY",¡t;at leo¡rr"o)Pr p¿¡)p¿¿

+ ElY",i-r;a,¡-t leo,:r"r, ci:a¡f Prpo :p.¡, ci:d.j

+ E lYr,i - r ;a, ¡ - r I e o, : e.¿, cil dj, p 
"i 

< p.,¿ 
- tf

* PrPot:P.u, ci'+(l:i, Pai1P",¿-1

+ E lY",i - r ;a, ¡ - t I eo, : p.¿, cil dj, pç¿) p 
¿, ¿ - 7, p 

o¡ < p 
o, ¡ - rf

* PTPat:P.¿, ci+dii, P¿¿)Pç,¿-1, P¿i1P¿,¡-7

-f E [Y-o;a, j -r (j umping) I 
p 

o¡ : p.o, cil ùi, P.¿> P",o - r, P¿i > Po, ¡ - rf
* Prpor:P"0, ci#dJ, P¿¿)P¿,¿-y, P¿¡)P¿,¡-1

I E lY",¿ - r td,3 - r (no j umpi¡g) l 
po¡ : p 

"0, 
cil tli, P.¿s P",u - r, Po¡ > P¿, ¡ -',,)

x PTPa¡:P.u, ci+dti, P.¿)P¿,¿-1, P¿jlPa,i-,

+ E[Y.i;d,j -t I 
po, <p"u) Pr paj 1 p.¿ (212)

These probability terms are the same as those found in Equation 2.8. Once

âgain, it is easier to work with the equation in its decomposed form fol

computational purposes, than to calculate the plobabilities. The result is

the following equation:

L"¿;ùj :

Lc,i-r;di P4i) P"¿

Lc,i.-r;cl,j-I P¿j: P"¿

OI

OI

Oa¡;"rL¿,¿,¡-r ljunping occu's Paj: P"¿

and
and

(I-Ar,.^,\L . -,.\ - uJ,cL/ c,z-4a,i-r ljumping does not occul
P¿j: P"¿

and
and

P¿¡ 1P"¿.

ci,:dj
P¿ { P¿,¿-1

P¿¡ 1P¿,¡-1
ci.+dtj
P¿¿) P¿,¿-1

P¿¡) P¿,¡_1

ci+dj
P"¿) P.,¿-1
P¿¡) P¿,¡-1

(2.13)

Lci;d,j -7

,1 ')



u'here Lc¿;ttj: the expected number of tasks dj ftorn the late arr-ivais

that are serviced b), time ú.¿.

The first initial condition is L"s.dj : 0 for 1 (

0 < j { T¿. The second is L"1.¿s : À¿5.¿ for' 1

7<d<c.
All other equations are identical to those of the previous section. Includ-

ing the final equation ,S"¿ : SE.o¡ Sa"r¡ Sr.u, which gives a linear system of

equations of the form ,9 : aS * b.

2.2"3 Ðxample Froblem

To illustrate how the lineal system of equations are arrived at, the equa-

tions for an example pr-oblem are developed. Consider a problem with two

job classes that have the priority vectors & : (1 , 2, 3) and P2: (7, 2).

using Equation 2.9, the matrix E can be detelmined (see Equation z.r5).

Llke E, the matrix L can be detelmined (see Equation 2.16) from initial

conditions using Equation 2.13. The elements of the tr matrix can be used in

Equation 2.5 to find the elements of the matlix S¿. The resulting matrix can

be put into the folm .9¿ : aS (see Equation 2.I7 for the values of ø). The

next array to be calculated, is that of ,Sri. Using Equation 2.4,the following

results

c 1 C, 7 < d ( C. ancl

{ c 1 C,7 <'i { 7", ancl

S A,,
Se*
,9¿ru

S A,,
S,¿."" l

rn
;t;r,II -T LI2

ïttlrn*(Lts
ñL21

^-- I ^-J,27 -r L22

(2 14)
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Pliority 1 2 1 1 3 i
J: 1 I 1 1 1 1

Elr' 1 1 1 1 1 1

) 0.1 0.1
SoJourn 'l rme
No Jumping 1.2500 3.646 4.646 1.2500 7.083 8.083

Sojourn Time
Jumping 1.2500 3.646 4.646 1.2500 7.083 8.083

Sojourn 'f ime
Simulation 1.2501 3.642 4.642 r.2497 7.080 8.080

95% Confidence
Interval 0.00i8 0.015 0.015 0.0015 0.060 0.060

Table 2.1: Exarnple 1

Then using Equation 2.1, values for-the matlix,S¿ can be found. The matrix

,S¿ can be put into the form .98 : b,9-| c. See Equation 2.18 for the values of

b and Equation 2.I9 for the values of c, whele {lra : 6ro(rro - nrò. Finally,

summing up Sø, ,9a, and ,S¿, gives an equation for ,S that is of the folm S :

dS -l e. See Equation 2.20 for the values of d (f p : ptt* pni pn* pzt* pzz)

and Equation 2.2I for the values of e.

2.2"4 Numerical Examples

Four numerical examples were solved, the results of li'hich are shorn'n in

Tables 2.7-2.4. The task sojourn times obtained by the rnodel, have been

compared to those obtained by a stlict FCFS model, in order to lear-n what

effect jumping had on waiting titnes. Both models requile the following input

data: the number of classes, the number of tasks in each class, the pr-iolity

of each task, the avelage selvice time fol each task, the second moment of
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0

0

0

0

0
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0
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0
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0
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Priority 1 2 1 1 J 1

I 2 2 2 1 1 1

Elr'l 4 4 4 i i 1

) 0.1 0.1
5o¡ourn'I'rme
No Jumping 2.7143 14.76 16.76 7.7r43 87.7 82.7

Sojourn Time
Jumping 2.6857 74.76 t6.76 1.7774 81.7 82.7

Sojourn'I'ime
Simulation 2.6829 14.78 16.78 1.7728 82.0 83.0

95% Confidence
Intelval 0.0043 0.16 0.16 0.0048 ô.2 eo

¿.L

Table 2.2: Example 2

the service time for each task, and the traffic intensity fol each class. The

numbers used in the example problems were chosen so as to demonstrate the

changes in sojouln time with changes in priolity, service time, and arrival

rate. Data that has been obtained from industry, is used in problems in

Chapter 4. The first example involves two job types with three tasks each.

Table 2.1 shows that jumping will have no effect on sojouln times if the ser'-

vice times and arlival rates of the various tasks in the queue ale the sarne.

When the service times of the tasks diffel (Table 2.2), therc is a difference

in the sojourn times. In this case the changes are clearly seen: the first task

of the job with the higher service time expelienced a decrease in its sojouln

time, while the first task of the job with the lorver- service time experienced an

increase in its sojourn time. Although it is not apparent fi'orn Equation 2.10,

increasing the selvice time of a task, changes the values of O that involve

this task. In Table 2.r, the values of O between the first tasks of the two jobs
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ale equal (O¿(r);¿(¿) : O¿(¿);¿(r) :0.5). However, the increase in the senice

time for the fir'st task in the fir'st job in Table 2.2has resulted in these values

changing (O¿(r);¿(¿) : 0.66667 and O¿1a¡.¿1r¡ : 0.33333). Increasing a task's

service time, increases the plobabilit5, that it will j.rmp, resulting in a lou'er

sojourn time at the expense of others. This is similar to the results of the

model in the previous section. Again we see that there is conservation of

work. The first job's tasks gain one haIl (2.7143-2.6857:0.0286) of what the

second job's tasks lose (1.7143-L.7774:-0.0571). The two to one ratio here,

is due to the two to one ratio of the thetas. These gains and losses ale not

lestricted to first tasks or to the priority one queue. Other tasks and other

prioritS' queues are involved when problerns involving jobs with differ-ent pri-

ority vectors are used. Similar to diffelences in service time, differences in

arrival rates also affect O and subsequently sojourn time. Table 2.3 shows

these differences for the sirnplest of examples; two jobs having one tasÌ< each.

The first job has twice the arrivai r-ate of the second (0.6 compaled to 0.3),

which results in it having a much lower sojouln time when jumping exists

(4.4 compaled to the other job's 7.7). when jumping cloes not exist, these

jobs have the same sojourn time (5.5). Simulation of the modified FCFS

service discipline was also done for these exarnple problems. The simulation

software used was PROPHET velsion 1.2.3 (Bell-Northern Resealch in-house

software). The program PROPHET is an umbreÌla program that includes

the task oriented simulation ianguage (TOSIL) and the schecluler language
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Prior-ity 1 1

;:t, 2 1

Elaz 4 1

À 0.3 0.3
Sojourn Time
l\o Jumping 9.50 8.50

Sojourn Time
Jumping 8.00 11.50

Sojourn Time
Simulation t.ot 11.87

95% Confidence
Interval 0.13 0.26

Tabie 2.3: Example 3 Table 2.4: Example 4

(SHEL) [2]. The runs \Mere done on a Sun SparcStation 2 (with Sun oper:-

ating system). Table 2.2 shows that the simulation values compare closell'

with those obtained via the model. However, the same comparison in Ta-

ble 2.3 shows that the model slightly overestimates the effects of jumping.

Making the same comparison in Table 2.4 shows the model to slightly un-

derestimate the effects of jumping. In Table 2.4 Lhe differences are caused

by a difference in service time. The arrival rate and the service time ale the

oniy variables which can affect O (see Equation 2.70), and consequently ar-e

the only variables which can affect the sojouln times of tasks in this nÌanneÌ.

Many more simulation runs \Mere done, with problems involving a variety of

task priorities, service times, arrival rates, and job ciass numbers (see Tables

5.15-5.36 in the Appendix). SpecificaIly,44 more sinr.ulation runs were done:

11 problems run 4 times each, varying the number of batches and the batch

length with each run. The numbel of batches was either 25 or 50, ancl the

Priority 1 1

4 1 i
Elr' 1 1

) 0.6 0.3
Sojourn Time
No Jumping 5.500 5.50

SoJourn'I'rme
Jumping 4.400 7.70

Sojourn Time
Simulation 4.489 7.38

95% Confidence
Interval 0.056 0.11
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batch length was either 100,000 or 200,000. Four 1'uns were also done fol

example problems i-4. The values shown in Tables 2.7-2.4 are the averages

of the four different runs. The individual results for each of the luns cal

be found in the Appendix (see Tables 5.1-5.8). A warmup of 200,000 was

used in all the runs. The execution time (r'eal tirne) of the simulation runs

varied from 15 minutes to over an hour. N4ost of the runs took about 30

minutes to execute. The analytical model, however, took only a few seconds

to run (2 or 3). When the sojourn times of the tasks obtained by simulation

was compared to those obtained by the model, the r-esults were similal to

example problems 1-4. That is to say, that some were slightly under, some

were slightly over, and some were right on (with one poor result being the

exception). In general, the approximation of O is sufficiently accurate for the

model to be used in telephone switch design.

This model's modified FCFS queueing discipline also benefits frequently

alliving messages that have a contention plotocol. Acknowledgernent signals

that indicate that the incoming data has transferred from hardware into

memory) are less likely to time out for frequently arriving messages. However,

not all tasl<s are affected by the jumping mechanism. Ar.y task which has

a higher priority than its preceding task (it thelefore cannot be a job's fir-st

task), experiences neither an incr-ease nor a decrease in its sojouln time.
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In addition to jumping, tasks in telephone switches also fork into mul-

tiples of other tasks types when they have completed service. The model

presented in the last section of the previous chapter, has been furthel cle-

veloped to include task forking. In order to do so, substantial changes were

needed to be made to the equations and variables. For example, a third index

to identify tasks was needed. Due to these changes, a full discussion of the

equations is given.

3.l- Sojounn Tïrnes

Consider a system with C ciasses of jobs, where every job in class c

Q < , < C) has I levels of tas]<s. Figure 3.1 shows a job with three task

levels. The priority of the tasks in a class c job, will be denoted P"¿¡. The

second subscript e denotes the task level, while the third subscript k identifies

a particulal task at this level. In Figure 3.1, the two tasl<s at level two ar.e

X1rr l



Figure 3.1: Forking example.

due to folking at level one. The number of tasks created by the forking are

shown along the arrows joining the cilcles. The fir-st task in this job, wiil

be followed by foul tasks of priority two and thr-ee tasl<s of priority three.

When the first task has completed seLvice, foul tasks of pliority two and three

tasks of priority three enter the pliority queues. Each of the tasks createcl

by folking will spawn another task of priority one when it has completed

service. Once separate paths have been created by forking, they remain that

way (no merging).

Like in previous models, equations are developed to describe the influence

tasks d;jm have on the tagged task cik. The indices fol task djrn are defined

similar to those fot task ci,k. The first subscript d denotes the class of the

job, the second subscript 7 denotes the task level, and the third subscript m

troÙA



identifies the task at the level. These equations will be used to detelmine

what effect all possible tasks djmhave on any tagged task ci,k. The equations

ale delived, by tagging the tasks of an arbitrary arliving class c job, and

computing each task's âverage sojouln time.

Let the term ú"6 denote the arrival time of the tagged class c job, and the

term ú"¿¡ denote the time at which service of the tagged task ci,k is completed.

The average sojourn time for task c'ik,,9"¿¡, is defined to be the expected value

of the quantity tcik - ú"s. The aver:age sojourn time for a task, is found b5,

summing up delays due to other tasks arliving prior to ú"e, at,t"s, and after-

LcO.

3.1.1 Ðarly Tasks

The expected delay to task ci,k due to early arrivals (tasks arriving plior- to

f"¡) is denoted Su.ou, and is equal to the time required to service those early

tasks that received service during the time interval (tro, t.¿tl.

Rernaining Tasks: Random Variable Equation

In order to develop the equation for Su"ou, two random valiabies must be

defined.

Xco;d.jm:

Xc¿k;d.jrn :

the number of eally tasks djm found in the system by the arliving
tagged class c job.
the number of early tasks dtjm that are left in the system at time
I
Lcik.
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Ploposition 1

The equation relating the two variables, is the following:

Xc¿k;d:jm:

wlrere c,'i - l, ø : the indices of the parent task of the tagged task ci,k.

d, i - 7,U : the indices of the parent task of the task djm.

ú rj* : the nurnber of d3m tasl<s cr-eated b¡' a single palent task.

The initial condition Xcik;d.g: 0 for- 71c1C, 0<,i17", all k, and I<d<C.
Proof

The verification of Equation 3.1 is as follows. When P¿j* ) P¿¿¡x no tasl<s ùjrn

will be serviced during the time inter-val (t",¿_r,,, ú"¿¡]. That is to say that the

number of early tasks djm that are pr-esent at time tc,i-r,t, are also plesent

at time t¿¡. As a resuit, X"¿k;r¡j* : Xc,i-r,x;rtjm. When Por^ : P"¿¡, there

are two possibilities: either the task c¿k will jump over tasks djm, or it wilt

not. If itdoesnot jump, anytask djmwtt\"L apriolityequaltothatof task

ci,k and which has not yet joined the ready-for-service queue by time tc,i-r,x,

Xc,t-t,r;rljm P¿¡rn) P"tx

V ¿i*X",0-t,r;d.j_ r,y Pdj,n: P"¡t

OI

or'

Ú oj^X",n-r,x;d,j-r,s ljumping does not occu¡ Pdj,n: Pr¡k

and
and

Xc,,i,-t,t;d¡m¡ jumping occuls P¿¡*: P"in

and
and

Ú d¡*X"tk,d,,¡_r,s Pa¡^1P"it

cik:djm
P¿r { Pc,i-r,t:
Pa¡*1P¿,j-t,,
cikldjnz
P"¿k) Pc,i,-t,:t:
D\Dt djm -, t d,.j _ I,u

ci.kldjn't
Pc¿k) Pc,¿_ t,¡,

Pa¡^) P¿,.j_t,u

(3 1)



rvill still be in the systern at time ú"¿¡. These tasl<s will have predecessor'

tasks [d, j - I,g] that are still in the system at time tc,i_t,x. The number

of predecessor tasks in the system at this time, will equal IlúA* times the

number of tasks djm lhal are still in the system at time t"¿¡". As a result,

Xcik;d,jrn: V¿¡*X",i-r,x;d.,j-r,s. If ci,k: djm, the two tasks are similar and

jurnping will not occur. Two other conditions will ensure that jumping does

not occul are P"¿¡, 1 Pc,¿_t,x, and Pa¡rn 1 P¿,j-t,u. In both cases) these tasks

(cik and cljrn '-espectively) enter empty queues. In older for jumping to be

possible, the tagged task ci,k must find a tasl< (or group of tasks) d;jm waiíing,

when it enters the queue (as well âs a group of its own type to jump to). If

any one of these three conditions are tLue, jumping will not occul (more than

one ca,n be true for a particular c'ik and djm). If ci.k # djm, Po* ) Pc,i-r,x,

and Pa¡* ) P¿,j-t,a, there is a chance that tagged task ci,k wili jump over'

tasks djm. When this happens, no tasks djm will be ser-viced during the

time interval (t",¿-t,r, ú"¿¡]. This situation is similar to what happens when

P¿¡^ ) P"¿¡r. It has been shown that in this case, Xcik;djm : Xc,i-r,x;ùj-. This

portion of the equation will produce a decrease in the sojourn time of the

tagged task, to account for the fact that the tagged task need not always wait

for earlier Lasks djm to be serviced befole receiving service itself. This oniy

occuls with celtain configurations of the groups of tasl< types in the queue.

That is, the arriving task czk must find one or more tasks of its type in fi'ont

of earlier tasks djm, when it arrives. If this does not happen, jumping will not
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occur and X"¿¡r,¿¡* : V ¿j*X",i-r,r;d.,j-r,y (the reasoning for ivhich has ah'ead5'

been discussed). When Pa¡^ I P"¿¡r, only those tasks d:jm whose predecessot'

tasks [d, j -I,gr] have not been selviced b]'time ú¿¿¡ will still be in the systenr

al t¿¡r. The numbel of tasks d, j - 1, E which have not been selviced by time

t"1¡, ís equal to X"¿¡",¿,¡-r,s. The result is X"i¡,¿¡^ : ú a¡*X"tk;4j-r,s. a

The oniy possibilities not covered by Equation 3.1 are when Pcik: Pc,i_r,,"

and/or when Prj* : P¿,j_t,u. A problem arises when either of these two

equations are true. The problem is due to tasks jumping other tasks within

the same job type. This would happen, for example, in the job shown in

Figure 3.1 if the priority of task [1,3,1] would be 2 instead of i. The problern

tasks would then be [1,2,1] and [1,3,1] of this job. A second level task has

the opportunity to get ahead of third level tasl<s, without a third level task

having the chance to jump second level tasks. A tagged second level task has

the opportunity to jump third level tasks that are early arrivals, since it can

find these tasks in the queue upon its arlival. However, a tagged third level

task will find no second level tasks that are early arrivals upon its arrival,

and therefore cannot reciprocate the action. All early arriving second level

tasks must be served before the tagged second level tasl<.
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Remaining Tasks: Expected Value Equation

Forming the expectation of both sides of Equation 3.1 and introducing plob-

ability terms results in the following equation.

ElX"¿n;ø^) : ElX",¿_t,r;d.j* lP¿i,,>p.ou)P, po,^u p.ou

-l ElÚ d¡*X",i.-r,x;d.,j-r,1J Ip¿¡-:p.¿t , "¿¡:¿¡^)Prpo m:pcik, citr:d.jm

I E [Ú ¿¡ *X "¡- r,x ; d., j * r,y I 
p ¿j,n : p"¿ t", cíkldj m., p 

"¿ 
t, 1 p.,¿ 

- t, "f* Pr p**:P.¿¡, cikfd.jm, P¿¿¡1P¿,¿-1,¡¿

* EIÚ ¿¡^X",i._ r,x;d.,j_ r,g lPaj,,:P.¿r, cikfdjm, Pç¡¡]p¿,¿-1,a, p¿i^<p¿,¡*t,uf

* PT Pojrn:P"¡¡, cit fd.jm, P"¿¡") P¿,¿-1,a, P¿¡n11P¿,¡-y,s

+ E[{",0-r,x;d¡rn(jumping) Ir¿r-:p. ¿¡, cikfdJm, Pç¿¡}P¿,¿-1,¡, Pa¡^>P¿,¡-t,uf
* P r P oj *: P.¿¡, ci,k I dj m, P ¿¿¡) Pç,¿ - 1, ç, P ¿¡ ^) P¿, ¡ - 1, o

i EIÚ a¡*X",i.-r,n;d.,j-r,s(no jumpin g) lPai^:P.r¡, cikfdJrn, P"¿¡,]P¿,¿-1,a, paj->pa,j-t,,1
* P T P a¡ *: P"¿ ¡, ci'k l dj m, P 

"¿¡: 
P ¿,¡ - 1,¡, P ¿¡ 6) P ¿, ¡ - 1, y

* E IV ¿¡ ^X "ik;d.,j - r,a I e o, ^. e., u] P r p 
aj n" 1 p.¿ 

t"
(3 2)

whele Prp'*)p-.,.: the probability of the priority of d;jrn being larger thant drm/t c¿E 
the priority of cik.

Some of the probability terms arise frorn Pa¡^ ) P"¿¡,, Pd¡- : Pcik,

and Pa¡rn 1 Pc¿n. The other terms arise fi'om ci.k : dtjm and ci.k I djm,

P"¿k 1 Pc,i-r,x and P"¿¡ ) Pc,i.-t,¡:, and Pa¡m I Pa,j-t,u and PA¡m ) Pa,j_t,u.

These five inequalities and one equation, create eight possible combination-

s for tasks ci,k and djrn when Pdj^ : P"¿r. In seven of the eight com-

binations, jumping will not occur. The telm Prpdj,,:p.ik,c.ik:djm accounts

for four of these, Prp¿j,n:p.t¡,cikfd¡m,p"¿¡"{p¿,¿_1,s accounts for two more, and

Prp¿¡^:p.t¡",cikfd.jm,p¿¿¡¡)p¿,¿-1,¡,p¿¡a1p¿,¡-1,s accounts for the last. Jumping is

possible with the remâining combination; when cik + dj*, P"nt, ) P",i*r,,,,
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and Pa¡m ) P¿,j-t,a. For any ci,k and cltjm, aII but one of the above probaì:ilit5,

terms wiil be equal to zero, with the remaining tenn equal to one.

It is easier to wor-l< with the equation in its decomposed folm fol com-

putational purposes, than to calculate the plobabilities. The result is the

following equation:

Ec,i- I,n;d.jm

V a¡^E 
",t- 

t,æ;d.,j - r,s
Pd¡m) Pa,k

Pa,¡m: Pa,k ci,k:djm

Ec¿k;d.jm:

A"¡n;d.j^8",à-r,n;ùjrn¡ ju¡rping occur.s P*¡m: Pa,k ci'kldjnt
and Pc¿k) Pc,.i_r,:1,

and P¿j^> P¿,i-t,,
(I - O"¿n;¿¡^)Ú a¡*8",.i-r,x;d.,i_ r,sljumping does not occul

P*¡rn: Pcik ci,kldjm

OT

ot-

and
and

P¿¡*1P"tt".

Pc¿k 1 Pc¡*1,,"
P¿¡*1P¿,j_t,u

P"¿k) Pc,¿-r.x

Pa¡*) P¿,.j*t,y

(3 3)

V a¡rnÐctk;d.,¡ _ r,11

where Ecík;d.jm: the expected numbel of eally tasks fum that are left in the
system at time t"¿¡.

Ac¿k;d.jm: the probability of tagged tasl< ci,k jumping tasks djm.

The first initial condition Ecik;¿g is equal to zero for 1( 11C,0<,¿<7",

all ,k, and 1 S d < C. The seconcl initial condition is E"s,¿i^ : /a¡*ÀaSd¡*

for 1( c<C,I<d<C,7< j <T¿, and aIIm. The telm pa¡*reflects

the multiples of À¿ which have been brought about by forking. For example,

p1,2¡ror task [1,2,1] in Figure 3.1is equal to 4. It shouid be noted hele, that

the value for this term accumulates ali the folking which has affected the
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Figure 3.2: Double forking.

arrival rate for task ùjm. For examp\e,7r,s,, for-tasl< [1,3,1] in Figure 3.2 is

equai to 8. This is determined by multiplying the forking factors (4x2:8).

Contribution To Sojourn Time

It is now possible to calculate the expected number of early tasks d7m that

lrave been served during the time period (t"o,t.¿r]. This number is equal to

Ec¡;d.jm - Ec¿k;d.jm. It is the number of tasl<s that are found in the system

at t"s, subtracted by the number of tasl<s that ale left in the system at t"¿¡.

Since ^9¿"0^ is the delay to task czk, this difference must be multipliecl by tlie

expected service time for task djm. In addition, a term must be included to

take into account the possibility that tire arriving task ci,k wtII find one of

these tasks either in service or in a preempted state (the term subtr-acts the
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service that this task

task types, resuits in

has already received). Summing the effect of all of the

the following equation:

(E.o;ùj^ * E"¿r;,tj^)Íao^ - 6a¡-(nd¡,, - rdjrn). (3 4),So,:
dj m, E.o;¿j *# E cib ; d.¡ m

where ñd.jn : the expected service time of task d:jm.

6oj^ : the probability that an arbitrary arriving job finds a tasl<

djm eíther in service ol in a preempted state.

rd,j,n: the mean residual life fol task dtjm.

A value for 6a¡^ can be determined through the use of the expression

6oj^: P¿j^ (3 5)L-Ð?:'Ð3, t Pcik
ß

P¿¡¡1P¿¡a
P¿¡y1P¿¡,n

where P: the traffic intensity (P^f)

c(r! : the indices of any task which needs to be serviced before

task ci,k.

This equation is the resuit of Little's result and the equâ,tion for the average

completion time (from [aa] pp. 64-65). The average cornpletion time leferrecl

to here, is the amount of time that task djm is either in service or is in a

pleempted state. For the single class problem without forking, that time

is equal to r-ilÀ,È (Po < P^ and P, I P^ where gr is any task prececling

k). Since this work deals witir multiple classes, tasks from the other classes

must be taken into account. The lesrilt, is an avelage completion time rvhich



is equal to - -og- (P¿, < P¿* and P* I P¿* where c! is anSr l¿sft
-L-) - ) 

^^u^r.uC=L UF - w+

preceding c,k). Finally, forking must be taken into account. The average

completion time now becornes 
ffi 

(Pr¿t 1P¿¡,n a,nd, p,-u I
Par* where cnA is any task preceding czk). The value for- 6a¡,n is also the

average number of tasks djm which are eithel in selvice ol in a preernpted

state at an albitrary point in time. This is due to the fact that there carr

only be zero or one of these tasks in such a state, at any given point in time.

Thus, Little's result can be used to relate 6a¡^ to the average completion

time, resulting in Equation 3.5. It should be noted here, that the arrival rate

of tasl< djm is equal to p¿¡^À¿.

A value for ra¡^ can be found by using the equationrdjm: Alr2a*Jl2ra1*,,

where the first and second moments are known from the input data. The

equation for ra¡^ is widely known and can be found in [30] (page 173).

All that remains in determining ,S.o"ou is to find a value for Ø"¿¡r,¿¡^. Der-iva-

tion of the equation for @c¿k;djm is similar to the derivation of the equation

for Ø¿,¿i.

o,(r)',(z) : 
;^lotlt¡ 

+ fir,r,ç|'rt * 
Ð "à"q *ï;,,

I À¿
N-3

q€u t
n:I
n#n
m
m

\(^) utï

(3 6)

where u-

l/:

{f gnl Pr¡): P¿ç2¡: P¡sn,

g:I, 1<f{C,719

{z<P, <1v, p, *n, p,

P¡gn ) P¡,g-t,"lyurent task) or
1T¡. and ali hÌ

J

I P*-t Vw: 2 < ?r; < sÌ
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3"T"2

Y : {7 1u1 N, uln, u+ P. Vw: 1 ( ?, < s}

Own Tasks

Tlre delay to task ci,k ùrc to arrivals att"s is denoted Zo.ou, and can be

calculated with the equation

i-t 1 0c* u

Zo",u : Ðú"or*t"n, + ; f f ,ri,u
9:I Pcik y:1 ¿:1

1 T. O"¡x-I u T"+; Ð t D,,'"nr+Ð
PczI¿ g:i+I u:I t:l g:2

Pcga(Pc¿k
PcuulP"¿t

o
Pca lt

ÐÐ"t"on

P"n¡{P¡,
D ¿D.

cght'cAr
cgh.lcik
cghlcgy

/ q -\lö./ /

Ò l^1¿ Pcmn¡ z

r\- \- \- rt
' /¿ /- l- *cr¡tn'*:' 

!"^.rEt
Pç¡s1P¡
crnnfcar
crnnlcik
onnlcgg

...r^^-^;*, - | tf:r if P"s, 1 P",g+t,,
\¡/nele a^^- :ÇY& 

l. # Di:-iDi:t if P"s, ) P",s+t*

z : the index of the task at level g which must be serviced befor-e

task cik and is in its path. Thele is one exception to this: r
is equal to k when g + 7 is equai to z (see conditions f.or Lt"n,).

cgA : the indices of any task that has the tagged task in its path ancl

is executed after a c,ik task (it is fur.ther down the blanch).

c'u1r : the indices of any task which lies between task c¿k and task
cgA iL the tree structure.

clz: the indices of any tasl< which needs to be serviced before tasl<

cAh and is in its path. (excluding the fir-st task of the job).
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Pr : the lowest priority from the set of tasks including the tagged task
and those that are in its path (the set being ci,k -l Ð,n-J c¡r). If
there are sevelal task types for which this is true, then the task
type that is associated with P¿ is the one that is the fulthest
down the path.

crs : the indices of any tasl< which needs to be selviced befole task
cmn and is in its path (excluding the fir-st task of the job).

Equation 3.7 deals with the delay to the tagged task that is caused

by tasks which are in the same job as the tagged task. The terrns in this

equation sum the effect of those tasks, fi-om the different parts of that job.

The first term sums the delay caused by those tasks which are in the path

of the tagged task, but are selviced before c¿k tasks (they are higher up in

the branch). Task cgr is said to be in task c'ik's path, if task czk has task

cgr in its lineage. This would be true if task cg:r were the parent of task czk,

or if it were the palent of the parent of task ci,k. The relationship could ìre

a much mor-e distant one. The second term sums the delay caused by those

tasks which are the same as the tagged task. Since forking creates multiple

tasks of the same type, the tagged task becomes one of many when it is that

type.

The third term sums the delay causecl by those tasks which have ci,k

tasks in theil path, but are serviced after these (czk) tasks (they are further

down in the tree structure). Some of these tasks will have the opportunitl,

for service before the tagged task, since some cz,k tasÌ<s wili receive service

before the tagged task. If the child task (or childlen if forking is involvecl) of



a ci,k task has a priority higher than that of its parent (ci.k) , it too will dela5,

the tagged task. This could move into deeper levels if the priorities permit,

and with forking could involve a lot of tasks. The sojouln time of the taggecl

task must reflect this possibility, and the thild term insures that it does.

The fourth and fifth terms sum the delay caused by those tasks which

are neither in the path of the tagged task, nol do thel' have the tagged task

in their path. If the tagged taslc is anything but the first task of the job,

the tasks in these other branches will have the opportunity to receive selvice

before the tagged task. The priorities of the tasks in these branches will

determine whether or not they take advantage of that oppoltunity. Just like

the third tetm, the algorithm considers all levels in the tree stlucture and

any degree of forking for tasks in these blanches as well.

The fourth term sums those tasks where all the tasks on the branch have

a priority higher than or equal to P;. For those tasks which have a prioritl,

equal t'o P1, additional work is needed to detelmine whethel or not these

tasks joined the queue befole the task associated with P¿. If these tasl<s

joined the queue before the task associated with P¿, they are added to the

sum (othelwise they are not). This is determined by examining the priolities

of the tasks immediately prior to the two tasl<s in question. If the priority of

the task prior to the task associated with P¿ is lower-than the other preceding

task, then the service time of task (or- group of tasks) cgh wlII be added to

the sum. An example of a ploblem whele this situation occurs is shown in
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Figure 3.3: An example where branches contain equai priority taslcs

Figule 3.3. In this problem, the tagged task would have to be [1,3,1] and the

task cgh would have to be [1,3,2] for this situation to occur. Shouid there be

more than one task type with the priority P¡ in the tagged task's path, the

task type associated with P¿ must be the fulthest task down the br-anch.

The fifth term is similar to the fourth teLm, with one exception. It deals

with branches where a task has forked into two oÌ-more task types that each

have the same pliority. An example of this is shown in Figure 3.4. The

problem occurs when the five tasks of priority two enter the queue. Their.

older not only determines how long tasks [1,2,1] and lr,2,zl will wait for.

service, but affects their succeeding tasl<s as weil. If the tagged task is either

1I,2,11, [1,3,1] ,1I,2,2), or [1,3,2], one or mor.e of the tasks in the othel l¡rancir

could leceive service before the tagged task (it depends on how the tas]<s



Figure 3.4: An example whele a fork creates equal priority tasks

enter the queue when forking takes place). The tasl<s from the other branch,

that enter the priority queue with the tagged task, will either be in flont of

or behind the tagged task. Assuming ail the tasks created by a fork enter the

queue in landom order, the tasks from the othel branch can expect to be in

front of the tagged task half of the time. Branches that result from this type

of fork, must involve the branch containing the tagged task. If the taggeci

task is not involved, the branch will be taken care of by the fourth term.
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An equation involving expected values can be developed by forming the

expectation of both sides of Equation 3.7.

i-r Tc Tc

Su",u : Ðrrnri"nt I ^ic¡krr¡x * I (r"'^ - 7)¡"or+ f | 0"st,ï"!tt,
9:I g:i+I S:2 h

Pcgv{Pc¿r P.n¡1P¡
PcuulPc¿k Pç,r7{P¡
^lcikll cghlcgt

cghlcik
cghlcgll

-13 \- a -*t 2- | lJ*rr"*n'
-m:2 n

P¿qn1P¿
rcrs \lI-
cmnfcAr
cmnlci.k
crnnlcAg

where SA"ur: the expected delay to task ci,k due to arrivals att"s.
(n

- ) Þ"s, if P"s, I P",s+t,,
wcsî - | 7"r" if P"s, ) P",g+t,,

(3 8)

The telm Tctn (in Equation 3.8) is needed to account for the possibilitl'

of c'ik being one of several tasks created by a fork. The value of this variable

is found by determining all the possible alrangements involving the taggecl

task and the other tasks having the same index (ci.k). Consider- the example

shown in Figure 3.5. When ,i : 2 and k : 1, the tagged task is one of two

tasks. Whether it is the first ol the second of these tasks to receive selvice

depends on chânce. Since each of these arrangetnents are equally likely, the

tagged task can expect the servel to selvice one and a half of these tasks

before ú¿¡

,r .,"u cztì

2
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Figure 3.5:
of.2

Folk with a branch Figure 3.6:
of3

Fork with a branch

Figure 3.7: Fork with a blanch of 4

The number of possible ar-rangements changes with a change in the numbel

of tasks created by a folk. Considel the example shown in Figure 3.6. Wtren

'i:2 and k : 1, the tagged task is one of three tasl<s. Determining lcikÍcik

for three tasks is similar to finding it fol two tasks

Íc¡k ,2rc¿t 32.¡r.
eDO
dJL)

6r"¿n
(3 10)

To confirm the pattern,

z:2andk:1,the
a third example is consider-ed in Figure 3.7. \'Vhen

tagged tasl< is one of four tasks. Summing up the



plobabilities for' lcikÍ cik

frc¿k

4

gives the folloiving:

, 2rr,k , 3J.r^. , ffc¡À.
------:444

I0r"¡*
(3 11)

With the pattern clearly established, a general equation is possible using p"¿¡

7+2+ 3+ '.. *1c¡k
(3 12)n

Pcik

In developing this equation, the examples contained only one fork. An

example containing multiple forks should also be examined. Such an example

has already been shown in Figure 3.2. Due to the double forking, the number

of tasks with z : 3 and k : 7 is eight. Just how many of these tasks receive

service before the tagged task is dependent on what happened to the previous

tagged task (e :2 and,k : 1). If, for example, the tagged task at the seconcl

ievel leceived service fir'st, the tagged task at the third level could leceive

service first, or second. If the tagged task at the second level received selvice

second, the tagged task at the thild ievel could receive service third, or fourth.

Summing up all the possibilities and taking into account that the probabilitl,

of each is the result of two events, gives the following equation

This shows, that the equation for 7 (Equation 3.12) can handle both singte

and rnultiple forking. One additional comment concerning the last example:

1
j
+

/Í"¡A. 2r",t\ 1 (3Í",0*4f",r.\ _7 /5n"¿¡ 6J.¡¡\ I (Tr¿¿¡ 3Z.ill
Iz* 2)-¡(2 * 2)*¡(z +;)*a(-/*-ît
_ 1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8=:Tr"nr (3.13)



1 caû also be arrived at by seeing the tagged task as one of the eight tasks, its

position in the queue being anywhere from first to last, with equai probabilit¡'.

A value for a"n, is found by comparing the priolity of task caø with that

of task [c,g -f I,r). There are only two possibilities, either- P"s, 1 Pc,s+t,r

or P"n, ) P",g+t,". in Figure 3.2 botÌr of these possibilities exist. If z rvere

to be 3 and k wele to be 2, ac,2,t would need to be determined for- the first

summation in Equation 3.8. Since P.,2J 1 Pc,3,2, all of the [c,2, 1] tasks will

be serviced before ú",3,2. It doesn't mattel whether the tagged task [c,2, 1]

was served first or whether it was served last (four-th), the next tagged task

lc,3,2l will wait for all of the other' lc,2,Iltasks to be served before the server

begins to serve the [c,3,2] tasks. That is wþ, in this situation, L,)"n,: 0"s",.

If z were to be 3 and k were to be I, oc,2,t would again need to be determined

fol the first summation in Equation 3.8. This situation is different, because

Pc,zJ) Pc,B,t.All of the [c,2, 1] tasks do not have to be ser-viced before t",3,1.

The only lc,2,7l tasks that do need to be serviced are the ones in front of the

previous tagged task (z :2 and k : 7) and the previous tagged task itself.

This number of tasks is equal to 7.

3.1 .3 l,ate Tasks

The expected delay to task ci,k due to late arrivals (tasks alriving after ú"¡) is

denoted S".oo, and is equal to the time lequired to service late alriving tasks

that received service during the time interval (tro, t"¿n).
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Tasks Served: Random Variable Equation

In order to develop the equation for Sr"ou, two random variables must be

defined.

Ycik;d.o: the number of late tasks djm, that arr-ive before time t.¿¡.

Ycik;d.jm: the numbel of late tasks djm that ale ser-viced by time ú"¿¡.

Proposition 2

The equation relating the two valiables, is the following:

vr c,x- I,Í;dJm Pa¡rn) P"tr

Y¿krtj*:

Ú a¡*Ylt,x;d,j_r,,¡1 P¿j*: P"¿t ci,k: djrn'
or P"¿k I Pc,i-r,x
or Pa¡^1P¿,j_t,u

Ú oj*Y"j_l,t:;d,,i_ r,s¡l iumping does not occur
Pdj*: P,¡r cikldjm

and Pc¿k) Pc¡_t'
and Pa¡rn) Pa,j_1,

Ú ¿i*Y"nt",¿,j-r,s 
I jumpi¡g occu's Pd.j^: P"¿k ci'kl dtjm

Ú a¡^Yat,a,¡_t,y

arrd Pc¡k) Pc,i_ t,r
ând Pa¡^) Pa,j_t,u

Pa¡^1P"tn.
(3 14)

The initial condition isY"ç,¿¡*:0 for I l c < C,I < d < C,0 < j 1T¿,

and all r¿.

Proof

The verification of Equation 3.14 is similar to that done for Equation 3.1.

when Pd¡,n ) P¿¿¡ no tasks dtjm wiil be serviced dur-ing the time interval

(t",r-r,,, ú"¿¡], since the priority of task cik ts higher-than that of tasks ùjnz.
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This means that the number of tasks ùjm from the late arrivals that have

been serviced by time ú",¿-1," is equal to the numbel that have been serviced

by time ú.¿¡. As a result, Yc¿k;d.jm:Yc,i-r,r;rtj-. When Pd,j^: P"¿¡, there are

two possibilities: either Lasks djm will jump ovel tagged task ci.k, or the5,

will not. If they do not jump, the number of tasks d3m thal run before the

tagged task ci,k is equal to ú ¿¡* times the number of tasks ld, j - 1, 3r] that run

beforethe taggedtask [c,'i,-\,2]. The lesult isY"¿¡,¿¡^:ú¿j^Y",¿-r,x;d,j_r,y.

If ci.k : djm, the two tasks are similar and jumping will not occur-. Two

other conditions that will prevent jurnping from occurring are Pc¿k 1 Pc,i_r,t:

and Pa¡* 1 P¿,j-t,u. In both cases) these tasks (cz,k and dtjrn respectively)

enter ernpty queues. In order for jumping to be possible, a task djm m.ust

fi,nd the tagged task c'ik waiting (not preempted), when it enters the queue.

Either of these two conditions will plevent that situation from occulring.

Vlore than one of the three conditions above can be tlue for a particular ci,k

and ùjm. IT ci,k I dj-, Pc¿k ) Pc,i-r,x, and Pa¡* ) Pa,j_t*, thele is a chance

that an arriving task djm wili jump over tagged task c¿,k. when jumping

occurs, the queueing system behaves as if Pa¡* { P¿n. When Pa¡* 1 Pc¿k, ã

task djm wili receive service befole time ú"¿¡ if its predecessor task [d, j - r,a)

receives service before ú"¿¡. Thelefore, the number of tasks djm that v,ill

receive service before time ú"¿¡ (Y"¿n;ø^) is equal to V ¿¡^ times the numbel of

predecessor tasks [d, j - 1, g] that receive ser-r,ice before tr¿¡ (ú ¿¡*y"ik;d.,jt,a).

The resulting equation is Yci.k;djm : úa¡^Y"ik;d.,j_r,s. This portion of the
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equation wiil increase the sojourn time of the tagged task, to account for some

iate tasks d:jm receiving service plior to the tagged task, when ordinarily the5,

would not have. This onlS' occurs with certain configulations of the grouils

of task types in the queue. That is, the arriving tasks ùjm must find one or'

more tasks of their type in front of the tagged task, when they arrive. If this

does not happen, jumping will not occul and Y"¿¡.¿¡,n : úd¡*Y.,t_r,c;d,j_r,y

(the reasoning for which has already been discussed). n

Like Equation 3.1, the only possibilities not covered by Equation 3.14 ale

when Pc¿k : Pc,i_t,r and/or when Prj,n : P¿,j-t,u. A problem arises when

either of these two equations are true. Again, the ploblern is due to tasks

jumping other tasks from the same job type. Consider the problem that

was mentioned earlier, that would occur if the priority of task [1,3,1] ivas

changed to 2 for the job in Figure 3.1. The problem tasks wouid then be

l7,2,Il and [1,3,1] of this job. A second level tasl< has the opportunit5r to

get ahead of third level tasks, without third level tasl<s having the chance to

jurnp second level tasks. Late arliving second level tasks may jump a tagged

thild level task, if it is waiting behind other second level tasl<s. However,

late arriving third level tasks cannot jr-rmp a tagged second levei task, since

the second level task of these late jobs must stay behind the tagged tasl<. In

othel wotds, there are no iate ar-riving thild level tasks when the taggecl task

is a second level task. AII of the second level tasks of these late jobs must be

served after the tagged second level task, pleventing their third tasks frot¡
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obtaining ready-for'-service status and joining the queue in time to jump the

tagged task.

Tasks Served: Expected Value Equation

Folming the expectation of both sides of Equation 3.14 and intloducing prob-

ability terms results in the following equation.

ElY"tx;ø *l : E lY",¿- t,*;d.¡ ^ | 
po, *u p.ouf P r po,,,., p.o 

u

* E lÚ a¡ *Y",i - 7,x. ; d,, j - r,,¡1 I 
p 

¿j n,: p.¡ t", cik : dj rnl P r p d m: p 
c¿ k, c¿ k: dj n

I E lÚ a¡ ^Y",i - r,r ; d., j - r,y I 
p aj,,, : p.¿ t, ci kl dj rn, p. 

¿ t" 1 p 
", 

¿ - t,,)
* Pr p**:P.¿x, ci,k#d.jm, pç¡¡1(p¿,i-:,¡

+ ElÚ a¡*Y¡_ r,r;d,,j_ r,E lPo¡,n:p"or, cíkfd.jm, p¿¿¡)p¿,¿-1,s, p¿¡*<p¿,¡-t,af
* Pr p**:P"¿x, cík*d,jm, P¿¡¡)P¿,¿-1,¡, P¿¡,n1p¿,j-1,y

* ElÚ ¿¡*Y"i,k;d.,ja,s(jumping) lPaj,,:p"¿x, cikldJm, p¿¿¡)p¿,¿-1,6, paj,nlp¿,j-t,uf
* P T p 

o, *: P 
"¿¡, 

cikl d.j rn, P ¿¿ ¡) P ¿, ¿ - 1, ¡, Pa¡ u") Pa, ¡ - t,s

-l EIÚ a¡^Y",i,-r,x;d,,j-r,s(no jumpin g7 lro¡*:e.¿¡, ci.kfd.jm, p.¿¡]p¿,¡-1,p, p¿o*>pa,¡-r,y)

* Pro. -Ð ^;' dJln-' ."¡, ."ltfd;jm, P"¿¡)Pç,¿-1,¡, P¿¡,nlP¿,¡_1,,

-l EIú a¡^Y"i.k;d,,j_ r,y lpor*.p"oo)Prp¿¡*1p.¿¡ (3.15)

These plobability terms are the same as those found in Equation 3.2. once

again, it is easier to work with the equation in its decomposed form fol

computational purposes, than to calculate the probabilities. The result is
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the following equation:

Tucjl- Ifiid,Jm

V a,¡ m L c,t - t,:t;d., j - r.11

L¿ktd'j*:

where Lcik3d.jm: the expected number of lasks djm
that ale serviced by time ú"¿¡.

The first initial condition is L"s.dj* : 0 for 1

0 < j 1 Ta, and all nz. The second is L"¿¡.¿o :
7 < i < 7", allk, and 7 < d < C.

Contribution To Sojourn Time

P¿jm) Pcut

Pdjm: Pctk ci,k:djnz
Pc¿k 1 Pc,¿_ t.t

or P¿j- < P,r.j-t.u
Øai*;arÚ atrnLc¡,k;d.,j_ t,37 lju¡rping occu¡s Pao*: Pax cikldjnt

P"¿k) Pc,í-r,t,
Pa¡,n) P¿,j_ t,,

(I - @a¡rn;"¿¡r)Ú ¿¡^L",¿-r,t:;d.,j- r,s¡ju'rping does not occu'

Ú d¡rnLctk;d,¡_t,11

P¿¡rn: Pa,k ci.kldjm
and Pc¿k) Pc,i_1p
arld Paj^> Pa.j-,,u

P¿¡*1P"tx.
(3.16)

ot'

and
and

from the late arrivals

1 c 1 C,7 < d < C.

À¿5"¿n for 1 ( c < C,

It is now possible to calculate the expected delay to task czk due to late

arrivals (Sr"ou).It is the expected number of tasl<s djrnfromthe late arrivals

that are serviced by time ú"¿¡ multiplied by the expected selvice time for tasl<s

d|m. Summing the effect of all of the task types, resuÌts in the followino

equation.
t- td

c, :\-\-\-r -¿Lcik - ¿- ¿- ) .t cik.djmJ:djm
)-1 )-1 ñ
u-t.l-I t'L

17t
t¿

(3 17)



The expected sojouln time for task ci,k is given in the equation S"¿r :

SE.uu t SA",u * SL"uu. Applying this equation to each tasl< in every job (1 <

c 1 C, I < ¿ < 7., and ali k) gives a linear system of equations of the form

S : aS I b. Once again the Jacobi iteration method was used to solve fol

the unknowns, and no computational difficulty \Ã/as encountered. The matlix

,S is a column vector (St,t, Sr,r,,, St,2,z, ..' , Sz¡ ) ) ScJ, ... ), while a

and ö are matrices (b is also a column vector) of known quantities.

&.2 ï{un'¡ericatr Exarnples

For demonstration purposes, three numerical examples were solved by both

the model and by simulation. The examples are shown in Figures 3.8-3.10.

The input data (arbitrary) and the obtained sojourn times are given in Ta-

bles 3.1-3.3. The information given in the tables, goes from top to bottom

and from left to right in the tlee structure. For the simulation, PROPHET

v/as once again used on a Sun SparcStation 2 (Sun operating system). The

values shown in Tables 3.1-3.3, are once again the averages of four different

runs. Both the number of batches and the batch length were varied fol the

different runs. The number of batches was either' 25 or b0, and the batch

Iength was either 100,000 or 200,000 (see Tables b.g-b.14 in the Appenclix

for results). A warmup of 200,000 was used in all cases. The executio¡ time

(real time) of the simulation runs varied from i0 to 35 minutes. N¡iost of

the tirnes were between 15 to 20 minutes. The analytical modeJ., however',
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Figure 3.8: Example 5 Figure 3.9: Example 6

took only a few seconds to r-un (2 or 3). All of the sojourn times obtained

via the model matched those obtained by simulation. The values obtained

by the model were all within the g5% confidence interval for the sirnulation

values. There al-e a couple of other- observations about the sojourn times.

The sojourn time for the fi.rst task, increases from exarnple five to example

six and from example six to example seven. This is what is expected, since

in both cases there is an increase in the priority one tasks and the likelihood

of an alriving first task finding one in the queue is higher. The difference

between the sojourn times of the second level tasks and their successors is

equal to the mean service time of the successols. This was also expectecl,

since both successors have a priority of one and both tasks enter an emptl.

queue.
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Priority 1 2 .l 1 1

1 1 1 1 1

E[r'l 1 i 1 i 1

0.05
Sojourn Time: Model 1.1316 4.705 14.24 5.105 75.24

Sojourn Time: Simulation 1.1315 4.097 14.t9 5.097 15.19
95% Confidence Interval 0.0015 0.016 0.11 0.016 0.11

Figure 3.10: Example 7

Table 3.1: Example 5

Table 3.2: Example 6
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Priority 1 2 ,f i 1

1 1 1 1 1

Elr'¿ 1 1 1 1 1

À 0.05
Sojourn Time: Model 1.7579 6.275 24.r9 7.275 25.1_9

Sojourn Time: Simulation 1.1578 6.257 24.12 7.257 25.12
95% Confidence Interval 0.0013 0.031 0.26 0.031 0.26



Priority 1 2 'f 1 1

L 7 i 1 i 1

Elr' i 1 I 1 1

I 0.05
Sojourn Time: Model 1,1842 9.234 4r.95 r0.234 42.95

Sojourn Time: Simulation 1.1838 9.202 42.05 70.202 43.05
95% Confidence Intelval 0.0016 0.061 0.69 0.061 0.69

Table 3.3: Example 7
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Ðhap&er 4
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4,"3, lntnodt¡.ction

Earlier' (in Section 1.1), the large number of possible solutions to the

design problem was discussed. The design pr-oblem can be made into an op-

timization problem, if costs are assigned to the waiting times of the tasks in

the queueing system. This would heip eiiminate many inferior design con-

figur-ations quickly and easily. A vely good method of solving combinatorial

optimization problems is by using simulated annealing. One of the strengths

of simulated annealing is that it requiles no deep insight into the combi-

natorial structure of the probiem. It can produce solutions as good as (or:

bettel than) tailored heuristics which exploit ploblem characteristics. This

is good for the curlent ploblem, since it is unique and there aïe no knorvn

characteristics which can be exploited.

Simulated annealing has been applied successfull)¡ to a wide valiet)' of



combinâtorial optimization problems. It has been used to solve the traveling

salesmanproblem [29j [3] [6] [21], the quadratic assignment problem [5] [11]

[46], the graph coloring problem l7l .281, and the graph partitioning problem

[27]. If has been used to solve tire job shop scheduling problem [3a] [2a], tire

facility layout problem [22], fhe vehicle louting probiem [23], and the football

pool problem [33]. It has also been used in computel design; component

placement and wire routing [29]. This is to mention but a few of the papels

that have used simulated annealing with very good results. The method

has enjoyed great success. Collins et al. [10] have done a bibliograph)' of

simulated annealing papers, which is now somewhat dated. HoweveL, it does

plovide a good survey of the earlier work done in this area. There are also

some books which have been written on the subject [1] [32]. l'tro references

were found that solved the particulal problem of this chapter (the telephone

switch design pr-oblem as a combinatolial problem).

Kirkpatlick et al. [29] have shown that combinatolial optimization pr:ob-

lems can be viewed as analogous to large physicat systems of the kind studied

in statistical mechanics. Statistical mechanics deals with analyzing aggregate

propelties of iarge numbers of atoms in liquids and solids. The behaviol is

charactelized by random fluctuations about a most probable behavior:, this

being the average behavior of the system at that temperature. Material is

annealed by first being melted, and then having its temperature slowly low-

ered with a long time spent at temperatriles near its freezing point. The
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period of time at each temperature must be long enough to allow a thelmal

equilibrium to occur. If this is not done, celtain random fluctuations will be

frozen into the material and the true iow energy state i¡'iil not be leachecl.

The process is much like growing a crystal fi'om a melt; if the temperature is

lowered too quickly, glass or a crystal with many defects rnay be the result.

The annealing process can be simulated using a N4onte Carlo procedure

like the one developed by Metropolis et al. [37]. In this procedure, the motion

of atoms in contact with a heat bath at a given tempelature is simulated.

The procedure works by randomly displacing the elements, one at a time, b1,

a small amount and calculating the resrilting change in the energy (AE). If

AE < 0, the displacement is accepted and the resulting configuration is used

as the starting point for the next iteration. If LE > 0, the displacement is

accepted with probabiiity P(LE): exp(-AElkbT). The telm k6 is Boltz-

mann's constant, and the term 7 is the temperatur-e. The value for P(AE)

is compared with a landom valiable dlawn fi-om a unifolm distribution over:

the interval (0,1). This step is repeated until equilibrium is achieved. When

equilibrium has been reached, the temperature is lowered and the procedule

is lepeated.

The analogy between the physical process and the combinatolial plob-

lem is now evident. A feasible solution to the cornbinatolial optimization

problem can be seen as a configuration of atoms. The value of the objective

function of the feasible solution, is like the enelgy of the configuration of
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atoms. The optimal solution to the combinatorial problem is analogous to

the lowest energy state of the physical system. Heuristic methods for: op-

timization ploblems that rely on iter-ative improvement, seek solutions that

strictly lower the objective function from one itelation to the next. This

would be similal to rapidiy quenching the material from a high tempelature

to a low temperature. The result of such an action is known to produce high-

el final energy levels than would have been obtained had the cooling process

been done differently. The analogy (which has proven to be a good one), sug-

gests that a better solution to the combinatorial optimizationproblem can be

found by occasionally allowing incleases in the objective function. Simulated

annealing provides a mechanism for accepting increases in objective vaiue in

a controlled fashion.

4"2 Problern Ðescription

The problem involves grouping all of the functions (f[) in job class c

(1 <.< C) into anumber of groups (G"), wheleG"1F". Let G equalthe

set of nnmbers (Gr, Gr, "' , Gc). As an example, consider the problem

given in Table 4.1. In this case, F'1 : 15 and Fz:7. Once the functions

have been glouped into tasks, the numbel of tasks in the first class is G1 ancl

the number of tasks in the second class is Gz. The number of tasl<s cannot

exceed the number of functions. The maximum number of tasks that can be

created (where every function forms its own group), is 1b for the fir-st class
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Function f 1 2 ,f 4 5 o 7 8 I 10 11 12 1tIù T4 15

Selvice Time
Mean 1.5 4 DJ 4 ÐJ 5 cì 72 1.5 1.2 16 .l 4 1.5 4

Service Time
Second Moment 2.25 16 o 16 9 ox

L¿ 81 r44 2.25 744 256 ct 16 2.25 16
Waiting Time

Cost 4 I 4 i 4 2 ò I 4 ò 1 4 1 4 I

Function f 1 2 o
tl 4 5 b 7

Service'I'ime
Mean 4 tl 4 5 o

L) 4 I
J

Service 'f ime
Second Moment 16 36 l6 OE

Lt) ct 16 ôrL¿

Waiting fime
Cost 1

oò 1 2 o
L) 1 2

Table 4.7: A 2 class, 22 function problem

and 7 for the second class. Ther-efore, Gt 1 15 and Gz 17. The minimum

number of tasks that can be created is one fol each job. Therefore, Gt ) l
and Gz ) 1. For each function cj (function j in job c) there is an associatecl

service time mean r.¡ ànd service time second moment nlriJ

Once the number of tasks in each class has been decided (the numbers in

G), the formation of the groups can be determined. Say, for example, that

Gt :3 and Gz :2. Five numbers rn'ill be used to form the five tasks. The

numbers denote the last function in the task. In the first job, one of these

numbers will be 15. The other two can be any of the numbers between 1 and

14 inclusive (providing they are not the same one). Say, for example, they ale

2 and 11. The first task will include the first 2 functions, the second task rvill

include functions 3 to 11 inchisive, and the thild task will include functions

12 Lo 75 inclusive. with regards to the second class, one number between 1



and 6 inclusive will mark the end of the fir'st task, and 7 will mark the encl of

tire second. Suy, for example, the number is 4. Let lI"¿ be the last function

in group i, and job c, where I < i 1 G" for all c and 1 ( lI¿ < fl with

frci : F'" for the last tasl< e in job c. Let lI equal the set of these numbers,

where [: (llt,t, llt,z, . '. , IIr,c' TIz,t) ) lr,"r, ." , ffcJ, ... ,lIc,c.).
For-the example, lI1 : (2, 11, 15) and lI2: (4, 7). Combined then,

TI: (2, 11, 15, 4, 7).

Once lI has been determined, values fol z"¿ (service time rnean fol gloup

ci,) and ø1"'"1(service time second moment for group ci,) can be calculatecl.

The service time meân for group ci is found by srimming the service time

means of the functions in the group. The service time second moment for

group cz is determined by first calculating the variances of the service times

for the functions in the group. This can be done through the use of the

expression Elr2) : 02 + p2 (where o2 is the variance anc), ¡-t is the mean).

The variances of the service times for the functions in the gïoup are then

sumrned, giving the variance of the service time for ihe task [45]. with

both the mean and the variance of the service tirne for the tasl< now knor,vn,

the expression E[22] : o2 I I,P can again be used to cletermi¡e the seconcl

noment fol gloup cl.

In addition to the number of tasks ancl the tasl< stmcture (grouping ar.-

rangement), a priority must be assigned to each task. This too has its re-

strictions. In the example, the first job has been grouped into 3 tasks. The
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range of priorities is then limited to 3 as well, since there is no practical lea-

son to have any more. It is the assigning of priorities that greatly increases

the number of feasibie design configurations. If the number of tasks is small.

the number of ways to assign pliolities is also small. With a 3 task job, the

fir'st task can be assigned one of 3 priorities (1, 2, or 3), and the remaining

tasks can be assigned one of 2 priorities. The result is 3(22) : 12 ways to

assign priorities. However, if the number of tasks is large, the numbel of

ways to assign priorities is also iarge. The first job in the example can be

grouped into 15 tasks. The result is 15(i414) : 1.67x1017 different priolit¡'

assignments. This is only the number of design configurations if the job is

grouped into 15 tasks. For the total number of design configulations, con-

figurations involving 14 tasks, 13 tasks, etc. have to be added. There are

14 ways to group 15 functions into 14 tasl<s. This has to be multiplied by

the number of ways to assign priorities (i4(1313) : 4.24xt0r5). The total

number of design configurations involving 14 tasks is 5.94x1016. It is evident

that as the nurnber of functions in a job class becornes lalge, the numbel

of design configurations involving that job becomes vely large, very quickl5,.

The number of job classes also gleatly affects the problem size. If the num-

ber of design configurations possible with a 15 function job is approximately

3x10i7, the number of design configurations possible with two 15 function

jobs (2 classes) is 9x103a.

Based on execution times solving the example problern, and an approx-
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imation of 1023 solutions in the solution space. it rvould take 101a years to

exhaustively enumerate all the solutions. Clearly, exhaustive eûumeration is

not a possible method of solution. Multiclass problerns are even too big for-

implicit enumeration techniques such as Dynamic Programming and Branch

and Bound (unless they are used to sealch only a poltion of the solution s-

pace). This is a problem for which a heuristic is required. In the next section

a discussion of aiternative heuristics is given. As far as the complexity of the

problem is concerned, it is not known if the problem is NP-Hard. However-,

it is known that the problem is l\P-Complete. The ploblem is an integer'

programming problem, and these ale known to be NP-Complete.

Let P"¡ be the priority for group czi, where P : (Pr,r, Pt,2, ..- , Pt,G, PrJ, ..

., Pz,Grt...) PcJ,..., Pc,c"). Oncethevalues for P andservicetime

(r"¿ and n["L]) have been deter-mined, the sojourn times for the tasks (^9"¿)

can be calculated using the algorithm given in Section 2 of Chapter 2. The

unrestricted grouping of the functions does not allow the use of the algorithm

given in Chapter 3. Upon determining the sojourn time for the tasks in â par-

ticular configuration, the objective function value is obtained by multiplying

the i,vaiting tirnes by a cost function. Let C F"¡ be the waiting time cost of

function 7 in job c, where 7 < j < f, for all c. Let CT"¿bethe waiting tirne

cost of task ci, where 7 < i < G 
" 

for all c. The values of CT ar-e calculated bv

summing the values of C F that are contained within each task. The objec-

tive is to minimizeW,whereW : CT1¡51¡*CT1,251,2+ ... +CTr.c,S1,6, *
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CTztSzt i * CTz,c,S2,G2+ I CTctSctt I CTc,6.Ss,ç..

\'Iinimizing is done by finding the right values for G, lI and P. The goal is to

find a configuration which will decrease the waiting time of important func-

tions without seliously degrading the service plovided to the less impoltant,

functions.

4.& Alterr¡ative Ë{euristícs

Genetic algorithms are based on the notion of propagating new solutions

fi-om parent soiutions. They employ mechanisms that are modeled after those

beiieved to apply in genetics. The best offspling off the parent solutions are

retained for the next genelation. It is a process that encourages the survival

of the fittest. There ar-e three component processes of genetic algorithms:

reproduction, crossover, and mutation. Reproduction is the random pairing

of individuals (solutions) from a population to create one or more offsprings

from them. In the case of the current problem, the task str-ucture of one

solution might be combined with the plioritv assignment of another, to folm

a new solution. Crossover is defined as gene exchange, or the exchange of

attributes. This would be possibie in the case of two very simiiar solutions.

Two solutions that have the same number of tasl<s and task formation, could

could create offspring by obtaining priorities fol each the tasks from one of

the two solutions. An offspring might have obtained the prior-ity for its fir'st

task from the fir'st solution's fir'st task, the priority fol its second taslc fi'om
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the second solution's second task, the priorit5, for- its third task from the first

solution's third task, and so on. N¡iutation is the introduction of a random

element, often used to arnend the result of a gene exchange when the outcome

does not meet restrictions. In this case, consecutive priorities of equal value

is a situation where a mutation rvould be needed.

Neural networl<s are founded on a generalized stirnulus/response (or- re-

inforcement ldecay) paradigm. The method emphasizes the importance of

structural links, and rules for transmitting signals across these links (which

allow the signals to be amplified or attenuated in various combinations).

Neural networks vary by their topology (their interconnectedness), the states

that can be realized, and the functions that govern the system's dynamic-

s. A neural network can be organized, by appropriate choice of topology,

states, and functions, to behave as an optirnizing system for a combinatorial

problem. The function to be optimized is replaced by an energy function,

where constraints are incorporated by means of penalty functions. With this

approach, the domain for the enel'gy function is represented as a set of neulal

interconnections. This is generally accomplished for combinatorial problem-

s with a zero-one integer programrning folmulation, rvhere each variable is

thought of as a neuron that can fir'e rvith a voltage output in the lange of 0

to 1. Inhibitoly connections ale intloduced so that the energy function can

discourage neurons from values that violate the oliginal problem constraints.

The connections between the neurons ale called synapses, and the rnagni-
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tude of the signal (inhibitory or excitatory) transmitted from one neulon to

anothel is called the synapse value. The goal of the process is to induce

the state of the system to evolve over time to an equilibriurn state. When

there is no further change in state values, a locally optimal solution has been

reached. It is important to note, that a neural netwolk is inherently palallel.

This approach cannot be evaluated independently of computer haldware. It

is not designed for serial computation, and is presently only simulated on

present computers.

Tabu search constitutes a meta-procedure that organizes and directs the

operations of a subordinate method. The method is a constrained search pro-

cedure, where each step consists of soiving a secondary optimization prob-

lem and admitting only those solutions (moves) that are not excluded bv

the curlently reigning tabu conditions. The tabu conditions have the goal

of preventing cycling and forcing the exploration of new regions. The neecl

to avoid cycling arises, because an unconstrained choice of moves (pur-suing

those with high evaluations) will likely lead bacl< to the same local optinum.

The method has a non-backtracking stipulation, such that no move is al-

iowed that is equivalent to, or dominated by, the levelsai of a lecently rnacle

move. Tabu search makes use of a iist (called a tabu list) of attributes of

past moves. These attributes are recolded in the sâme sequence as theil cor--

responding solutions âre generated. Bloadly speaking, the list defines a set

of constraints that must be satisfied by all adrnissible moves. The elements
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of the tabu list are continually being replaced as attributes of new moves are

recorded. In some variants, tabu list entries are not created for all mo\¡es,

but only for moves with particular propelties (such as those that cause spec-

ified variables to change in specified clirections). Ther:e are instances whele

a move that is classed as tabu may be iegitimately accepted. The aspiration

level component of tabu search can overlide tabu status if an aspiration level

can be achieved by the move. There are also facets of tabu search that ale

referred to as intermediate and long term memory functions. Intermediate

term memory operates by recording and comparing features of a selected

number of best trial solutions generated duling a particulal search. Tlie

long term memoly function employs principles that ale roughty the leverse

of those for intermediate term memory. It penalizes features that are found

to be prevalent in previous executions of the sealch process, in an effort to

produce a new and better starting point.

4.4 ,&lgonithrn

A few comments should be made before the algorithm is discussed in

detail. The first, is that Boltzmann's constant is not required in these com-

putations since the temperature is merely a control palameter. The second

comment, is that this contlol parametel which is analogous to the temper-

ature in the work done by iVletropolis et al. [37], will also J¡e r-eferlecl to

hele as the temperature. It is this parameter which controls the probability
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of accepting an increase in the value of the objective function. The greater

the temperatuLe, the greater the plobability an increase will be accepted.

An overview of the algorithm will be given frrst, followed by a more detailecl

outline.

1. Obtain an initial configulation and tempelature.

2. Attempl Eo exchanges with new configulations (Er: epoch).

3. Has equilibrium been attained? If not, go to 2.

4. Lower the ternperatule.

5. Has the rnaterial been sufficiently cooled? If not, go to 2.

6. Stop.

There are a couple of implementation issues that remain. The filst con-

cerns equilibrium. Equilibrium is said to have been leached, if the objective

function is not systernatically decleasing. This involves saving the value of

the objective function every time an equilibrium test is rnade. If the cullent

vaLue of the objective function is close to any of the previous values (at this

temperatule), then equilibrium has been reached. After performing a lengthy

set of computational experiments, Golden and Skiscim [20] found that if the

objective function is not systematicaliy decleasing, a reduction beyond that

is highly unlikely.
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The second implementation issue is the sequence of temperatures which

tlre algorithm will consider. Hiquebran et aI l23l developed a simple and

effective means of obtaining the starting and final temperature by limiting

the maximum allowable inclease in objective function (in any one iteration)

at these points. It is theil method of obtaining these tempelatures that will

be used in this worl<. The stalting temperature is determined by limiting the

maximum allowable increase in objective function to a value of 10% of the

initial solution. If the assumption is made, that a value of 0.001 from the

probability function is small enough to be negÌigible, then the value of A must

be less than 6.908 (or approxirnately 7) times as large as the temperature

if it has a chance of acceptance. This is a direct result of the probabiiity

function (P: exp(-LlT)).At the star-t of the algorithm, A is alÌowed to

be up lo I0% of the initial solution. If 1 is the objective function value of the

initial solution, the starting temperature need be no higher than (0.I)117.

The final temperature is found in a similar ûranner'. What the maximum

allowable increase at termination should be, depends upon the magnitude of

the objective function and the precision of the desired results. Therefore, it

is left âs a user defined parameter. If á/ is the maximum allowable increase

in the objective function at termination, then the final temperature is equal

to 6¡17.
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Figure 4.1: Geornetric ternperatul:e profile.

The remaining tempera,tures are determined by the use of the followino.

equation:

T : ITr"'*1 (4 1)

80

r,vhere /? is the initial temperatur:e, r is the cooling rate, and n is the itera-

tion index. The equation is the geometric temperatule function [10], and is

â populil cooling method. Johnson et aL 127) examined aiternative methods

of cooling (logarithmic, Iinear, etc.) and found them to be inferior (to geo-

rnetric) for their particular probiem (graph partitioning). The temperature

profile for the geometric function is shown in Figr-rre 4.1.
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It was necessary to aiso consider a temperature function that had a much

lower cooiing rate in the early portion of the annealing process. An inver-tecl

iogistic function has such a property. It is described by the following equatioir:

rr
f-- I*eu (4 2)

where c is a constant and r : [#)(" - 7) - 25; for n

(T : IT for n:1). A value of 0.25 was chosen for the constant c, because it

provided a low cooling rate at the start of the annealing, while not cooling it

too fast in the middle portion of the process. A profile for this tempelatur-e

function is shown in Figur-e 4.2. The latter half of this curve is similal to the

geometric function. The logistic function (if broken up) contains a family of

curves, one of which is the geometric function.

The detailed outline is an expansive version of the overview. The steps

in the detailed outline follow each other in such a way, that gloups of them

correspond directly to the steps of the overview. Hele then, is a closer lool<

at the algorithm.

1. Randomly generate and evaluate an initial configuration.

2. Determine the initial temperatur-e.

3. Initialize epoch counter' (z : 1).

4. Initialize exchange counter (f : i).

5. Generate and evaluate a new configuration.
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Figure 4.2: Logistic temperature profile.

6. Calculate the change in the objective frurction (L: New - Current).

7. If A ( 0, accept the exchange (Current + New) and go to 10.

8. If A ) 0, generate random number- p (0 < {3 S I)

9. If P < exp(-A f T), accept the exchange (Current # New).

10. If the ff of attempted exchanges -7 < Eo, i'crement 7 and go to b.

11. If z : 1 (first epoch), go to 15.

12. Initialize the equilibrium counter (,k : 1).

100908040302010
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13. If þt*ffi@ ( e (equilibrium criterion constant), go to 17.

14. If k <i - 1, increment,k and go to 13.

15. Add Current to array (Arrag(i) : Current).

16. Increment epoch counter (i:¿ f 1) and go to 4.

17. Lower the temperature.

18. If 7 is not the final temperatrue, go to 3.

19. Stop.

A neighbourhood structule for generating configurations remains to be

defined. When generating a configuration, ther-e are thlee questions which

must be answered. How many tasks will the job be broken up into? How

will the functions be grouped into the tasks? What priolity will be assignecl

to each task? These questions have ah'eady been implicitly given in Section

2. In the algorithm, each of these qr-restions is answered with a feasible set

of random numbers. The sets of numbers v/ere genelated in such a way) so

as to search groups of configurations in a thorough manner. The algorithm

starts by determining how many taslcs the job u'ilt be broken up into. It

then assigns each one a pliolity numbel. Finally, a set of pointer-s which

group the functions into tasks, are genelated. A new set of pointers ale

generated for each new configuration. After- a usel-defined number- of group-

ings (GroupNum)) a new set of priority numbers ale generated. This means



tlrat after GroupNum configurations have been generated (with a common

set of priority numbers)) a new set of prio::it)' number-s are generated. With

tlrese new priority numbers, GroupNurn new configulations at'e genelated

with each one having a different set of pointer:s fol grouping. Duplication is

possible, although unlikely due to the randomization. After a user-defined

number of priority assignments (Pri,ori,tyNum), the algorithm will once a-

gain determine how many tasks the job will be broken up into. If the problem

consists of several job types, this will be done for each job type. This u'ill

occur- every GroupNum x Pri,orztgNum configurations. This process of con-

figuration generation is independent of temperature and epoch number'. it

allows the algorithm to do both a breadth sealch and a depth search through

the solution space.

An additional feature was added to the basic simulated annealing algo-

rithm. This feature involved storing the best solution so far'. It is possible in

any single run for the final solution to be worse than the best solution found

during the run. it is not computationally expensive (in time or storage) to

store details of the best solution found so far. The results show that this is

a valuable feature, providing better solutions than those resulting fi'om the

basic algorithm in a significant number of the runs.
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Function f 1 2 tJ 4 5 o 7 B I 10

Service Time Mean 0.4 4.0 3.0 3.0 9.0 4.0 9É. 3.0 0.4 2.0
Service Time

Second Moment 0.1621 16.27 9.720 9.720 82.OB 76.21 t2.41 9.720 0.162 1 4.053
Waiting Time

Cost 5.0 4.0 3.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 4.0

Table 4.2: Ploblem one.

4.5 N'remericatr Results

The first two problems (four in total were tested) ar-e taken from [15],

where the mean and second moment of the service time for- functions in a

practical communication processol are given. Also given, are two pliority

assignment schemes. The first (problem one) is one that is commonly found

in real implementations, while the second (probiem two) was found to result

in lowel values for message transit delay. These priorities ar-e the only infor--

mation given concerning the urgency for execution. The values for waiting

time cost are directly lelated to these priorities, with high priorities yielding

high rvaiting time costs and low priolities yietding low waiting time costs.

Values for problem one a,re given in Table 4.2.

The problems \Mere solved many times, using valious values fol the six

parameters. The numbel of temperatur-es was either' 100, 200, 300, or 400

(500 for a couple of cases involving problem four-). The epoch was either 25 or

50. The number of priority configur-ations for a given task number was either.

10 or 20 (arbitr-arily chosen). The number of group configurations for a given

priority configuration was either 10 or 20 (albitralily chosen). The magnitude



f, of Temperatules Epoch
Objective Function

Value (-Best) Tirne (sec)

100 OX
L\) 2405.5 28.3

100 50 2407.6 56.7
200 ox

L¿ 2407.6 56.4
200 50 2397.2 725.3
300 ôx 2385.2. r37.4
300 50 23gB.B- 776.3
400 25 239L.2 137.3

400 50 2387.3. 381.4
mealr, 2394.7 737.4

standard deviation 7,68 1 11.0

Table 4.3: Prioritylttrum - 10, Groupl,lum: 10, á/ : 3.0, e : 0.1 (urand)

of the maximum allowable increase in objective function at termination (ó¡)

was either 3.0 or-1.0. Except for ploblem four, where the values wele 6,0

and 2.0 due to larger objective function values. The equilibriurn criterion

constant (e) was either 0.05, 0.1, or 0.15. Some smaller values were also tried

(less than 0.05), with the results in keeping with those recor-ded.

Fol Problem 1, Table 4.3 shows that (in genelai) the objective function

values decrease as the number of temperatures increases and as the size of

the epoch increases. The table also shows that there appears to be no benefit

to going beyond 300 temperatures. In the tables that foliow, the other four'

palameters were valied. For Table 4.4, the number of priority configurations

for a given task number was increased from 10 to 20. Comparing Tables 4.3

and 4.4 show that this increase resulted in a slight improvement. When the

tables were compared, individual values were compared: as well as the m.ean
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f, of Temperatures Epoch
Objective Function

Vaiue (.Best) Time (sec)

100 orAt) 2388.6 38.6
100 50 2402.5" 56.7
200 ôr

,a¿ 2402.5* 56.9
200 50 23gg.g- 154.0
300 ox

Lt) 2396.3 88.9
300 50 2385.0- 207.3
400 ôr

Lt) 2388.9. 186.6
400 50 2385.0. 292.8

mean 2392.2 135.2
standard deviation 7.24 90. i

Table 4.4: Prioritylttrum :20, GroupNurn - 10, ó,r : 3.0, e : 0.1 (uland)

and standard deviation of the objective function values and the execution

times. For example, a comparison of Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show that 5 of

the objective function values decreased, while 3 increased. The mean of the

objective function values decreased, as well as the mean of the execution time.

The standald deviation of the objective function values and the standard

deviation of the execution time, both decleased as well. All luns wele done

on a Sun Sparc 5. The algolithm was encoded in FORTRAN and compilecl

with the FORTRAI\77 compiler'.

At this point, a different random number genelator was used to dispel

any doubt that the results wele being affected b)' the choice of a par-ticular

genelator. The new generator (taken fLom [39]) is wideiy used and its per-iod

(for all practical purposes) is infinite. The previous generator (urand) was

taken from the WatForTT library. The runs done in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 rvere
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S of Temperatures Epoch
Objective Function

Value (.Best) Time (sec)

100 o< 2393.5 ^Ð 
É

at).L)

100 50 2399.8. 60.0
200 25 2399.8. 60.2

200 50 2389.5 115.3
300 ôtrL¿ 2398.7 146.9
300 50 2387.r 253.4
400 otL¿ 2389.5 115.6
400 50 2385.4 344.7

mean 2392.9 742.5
standard deviation 5.88 i05.6

Table 4.5: Priorityl{um - 10, GroupNum - 10, ó¡ :3.0, e :0.1 (ran1)

repeated with the nev/ generator (see Tables 4.5 and 4.6). When compaling

Table 4.5 Lo Table 4.3 and Table 4.6 lo Table 4.4, the differences are found

to be negligible. This new generator (ran1) will be used for all subsequent

IUNS.

For Table 4.7, 6¡ was lowered from 3.0 to 1.0. Comparing Tables 4.6 and

4.7 show that this did not improve the solutions. For Tabie 4.8, the number'

of group confi.gurations for a given priolity configuration was increased from

10 to 20. Comparing Tables 4.7 and 4.8 show that this produced a slight

implovement. For Table 4.9, e was increased fi-om 0.1 to 0.15; and then was

decreased to 0.05 for Table 4.10. Comparing Tables 4.8,4.9, and 4.10 shorv

that there is no implovement for either of these changes.

Finally, for Tabie 4.I7 a logistic temperature function is used (instead of a

geometric temperature function). Cornpaling Tables 4.8 and 4.11 show that
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# of Ternpelatur-es Epoch
Objective Function

Value (.Best) Time (sec)

100 o( 2395.7 .f 1.ð

100 50 2395.7. 74.8
200 ox

L \-) 2395.7 72.4
200 50 2393.0- r09.2
300 25 2385.4 i05.9
300 50 2390.4 184.0
400 25 2393.0- 109.5
400 50 2385.5. 258.8

mean 2391.8 118.2

standard deviation 4.33 77.7

Table 4.6: PriorityNum :20, Groupl'lum - 10, ó/ : 3.0, e : 0.1 (ran1)

Table 4.7: PriorityNum :20, GroupNum : 10, 6f : 7.0, e : 0.1

ff of Tempelatures Epoch
Objective Function

Value (-Best) Tirne (sec)

100 ôrZ\) 2395.7 31.3
100 50 2395.7. (4.O

200 ox
L¿ 2395.7* 72.2

200 50 2393.0 r09.8
300 25 2385.4 118.2
300 50 2385.9- 306.0
400 OXLt) 2393.0 169.4
400 50 2385.5 279.2

mean 2391.2 145.1
standard deviation 4.80 99.8
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ff of Temperatures Epoch
Objective Function

Value (.Best) Time (sec)

100 25 2405.7 28.6
100 50 2384.6 80.3
200 25 2384.6 66.1

200 50 2390.6- r38.1
300 25 2385.7 94.9
300 50 2385.2 209,7
400 OXLt) 2390.6. 135.9
400 50 2395.4 328.5

mean 2390.2 t35.2
standard deviation 7.r4 95.3

Table 4.8: PriorityNum - 20, GlouplJum - 20, ó¡ : 1.0, s :0.1

ff of Temperatures Epoch
Objective Function

Value (.Best) Time (sec)

i00 OX
LÙ 2405.1 28.0

100 50 2384.6 59.0
200 .)É

L¿ 2384.6 59.6
200 50 2390.6- 135.6
300 OX 2385.7 94.8
300 50 2385.2 r97.8
400 OX 2390.6- 135.1
400 50 2395.4 350.6

mean 2390.2 r32.6
standard deviation 7.1 103.4

Table 4.9: PriorityNum - 20, Gloup|,Tum - 20, á/ : 1.0, e : 0.1b
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ff of Temperatules Epoch
Objective l.'unction

Value (.Best) Tirne (sec)

100 ÔXL¿ 2405.7 Dq1
t)L.I

100 50 2384.6 /o.ó
200 ÕrL¿ 2384.6 59.3
200 50 2390.6- r34.7
300 or 2385.7 95.8
300 50 2385.2 T97.9

400 25 2390.6. 2I7.4
400 50 2395.4 238.5

mean 2390.2 131.5
standard deviation 7.1 78.7

Table 4.10: PriorityNum - 20, GrouplVum :20, á/ : 1.0, e : 0.05

# of Temperatures Epoch
Objective Function

Value (.Best) Time (sec)

100 OX
L¿ 2399.1. ,AOA I .J

100 50 2408.9" 77.7
200 25 2409.9. 73.4
200 50 2391.5 747.1
300 OXLt) 239r.7 / 1..-)

300 50 2388.0 205.8
400 OX 239r.5 143.0
400 50 2385.7. 366.7

mealt 2395.6 138.4
standard deviation 9.1 107.8

Table 4.11: PriorityNum - 20, GroupNum - 20, á¡:1.0, e :0.1 (logistic
temperature function)
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a geometric temperature function pelforms bettel with this problem. The

mean for the objective function values in Table 4.11 is considerabl)'highel

tiran that found in Table 4.8, with 6 of the 8 runs in Table 4.11 contributing

to this by having highel objective values.
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Function f 1 2 oJ 4 5 o 7 8 (l 10

Service Time Mean 0.4 4.0 3.0 3.0 9.0 4.0 ot
t).t.) 3.0 0.4 2.0

Selvice Time
Second Moment 0. i621 16,27 9.1 20 9.720 82.08 76.27 72.47 9.720 0.1621 4.053
Waiting Time

Cost 7.0 6.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 t.\) 6.0

Table 4.12: Problem Two

f, of Temperatures Epoch
Objective Function

Value (.Best) Tirne (sec)
100 ôrZt) 3500.3 30.1
100 50 3506.5. rno

tJ I .t)

200 ôrZr) 3506.5- 57.5
200 50 3492.9- 725.7

300 otr
Lt) 3506.5- 92.8

300 50 3492.9. i88.0
400 orL¿ 3492.9" I24.9
400 50 3491.5. 257.4

mean 3498.8 115.9
standard deviation 6.9 74.1

Table 4.13: PriorityNum: 10, Groupl{um - 10, á/ :3.0, E:0.1

The values for problem two are given in Table 4.12. This probteln was

dealt with in the same \May as Ploblem 1 was. That is, it was solved many

times, usiltg valious values for the six palameters. The same values fol the

parameters were used. The results of the valions runs are given in Tables

4.73-4.19. Most of the results are similar to those obtained for problem

one. Observations concerning an increase in PriorityNum (see Tables 4.13

and 4.74), changes in e (see Tables 4.I5, 4,16, and 4.17), and temperature

function are the same (see Tables 4.15 and 4.i8). However, there are a couple
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f, of Temperatures Epoch
Objectii'e Function

Value (-Best) Time (sec)
i00 25 3572.9. 30.5
100 50 3491.6 74.6
200 25 3491.6 76.8
200 50 3493.2 734.r
300 ôr

/:l 3491.6 89.8
300 50 3498.0- 191.9
400 OX 3493.2 r32.5
400 50 3491.3 oÉo'1JIJJ. -t

meân 3495.4 735.4
standard deviation 7.4 i00.6

Table 4.I4: Priorityi\um - 20, Groupl\urn - 10, ó/ :3.0, e:0.1

f of Temperatures trpoch
Objective Function

Value (-Best) Time (sec)

i00 25 3512.9. 30.0
100 50 3491.6 75.9
200 orL¿ 3491.6 74.8
200 50 3493.2 132.0
300 or¿¿ 3491.6 89.0
300 50 3490.5 234.3
400 otr 3493.2 1to IIJJ.J

400 50 3490.5 249.5
mean 3494.4 127.4

standard deviation /.0 78.2

Table 4.15: PriorityNum - 20, GroupNum - 10, 6Í : L 0. E : 0.1
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ff of Ternperatules Epoch
()bjective .t unction

Value (.Best) Tirne (sec)

100 OK
L¿ 3512.9- 31.0

100 50 3491.6 73.9
200 OK

L\) 349i.6 (4.O

200 50 3493.2 r34.7
300 ôtr

Lt) 3491.6 9r.7
300 50 3490.5 298.8
400 25 3493.2 r34.5
400 50 3490.5 248.9

mean 3494.4 136.0
standard deviation /.b 92.5

Table 4.16: PriorityNum :20, Group|'Tum:10, ó/:1.0, e:0.15

ff of Temperatures Epoch
Objective Function

Vaiue (-Best) Time (sec)

100 ox
.L \) 3572.9. 30.5

100 50 3491.6 72.2
200 25 3491.6 74.4
200 50 3493.2 732.3
300 orL¿ 3491.6 90.3
300 50 3490.5 226.5
400 OX

L\) 3493.2 734.5
400 50 3490.5 274.2

mean 3494.4 r29.4
standard deviation 7.6 82.8

Table 4.17: PriorityNum -20, GroupNum - 10, á/:1.0, E:0.0b
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_lL-ff of Temperatures Epoch
Objective !'unction

Value (-Best) Time (sec)

100 OX 3496.2 39.1
100 50 3496.2. 50.9
200 ôr¿¿ 3496.2. 59.9
200 50 3494,0 727.7
300 25 350 i.3. 80.3
300 50 3497.3. 191.0
400 ôr

Lt) 3494.0 727.9
400 50 3492.9" 309.0

mean 3496.0 t23.2
standard deviation ^îz.u 90.5

Table 4.18: PriorityNum - 20, GroupNum: 10, 6Í:7.0, €:0.1 (logistic
temperature function)

f of Temperatures Epoch
Objective Function

Value (-Best) Time (sec)

100 or
Lt) 3497.3 33.9

100 50 3503.3. 55.8
200 25 3503.3. 56.6
200 50 3500.1 126.7
300 25 3494.0 97.r
300 50 3492.9. 205.2
400 25 3500.1. 727.6
400 50 3494.3. 329.7

meân 3498.2 t29.0
standard deviation 4.2 97.5

Table 4.19: PriorityNum - 20, Groupl.{um - 20, ó/ : 1.0, e :0.1
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Function ff i 2 ,l 4 5 o 7 8 CI 10 11 T2 1C1r) T4 15

Selvice Time
Mean i.5 4 ò 4

r)
J 5 a L2 1.5 T2 16 ,) 4 1.5 4

Service Time
Second Moment 2.25 l6 o i-b o ox 81 r44 ô ôrL..¿.) 144 256 I 16 2.25 16
Waiting Time

Cost 4 1 4 I 4 2 ,l 1 4 3 i 4 1 4 1

Table 4.20: Problem Three

of minor differ-ences. There \Mas a slight improvement when á¡ was lowered

fronr 3.0 to 1.0 (compare Tables 4.74 and 4.15). The second difference is

that pooler results are obtained when GroupNum is incleased from 10 to 20

(compare Tables 4.15 and 4.19).

Problems 3 and 4 are derived from industry specific data for a telephone

switch. In order to avoid revealing proprietary information, the service time

means are only relatively correct and ale not the actual values. Similarly, the

waiting time costs corlespond to relative pliorities and not the actual values.

Values for- Probiem 3 are given in Table 4.20. The results of the various luns

are given in Tables 4.27-4.28. Compaling Tables 4.27 and 4.22 show that

there is an increase in objective function value when the number of prioli-

ty configurations for a given task number is increased fi'om 10 to 20. Like

Problem 2, there is a slight improvement in objective function value when ó.¡

is lowered from 3.0 to 1.0 (see Tables 4.27 and 4.23). Comparing Tables 4.23

and4.24 show that there is a considelable inclease in the objective function

when the number of gloup configurations for a given pr-iolity configuration

is increased from 10 to 20. However, when both the number of priority con-
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JJ
Tf of Temperatures Epoch

Objective Function
Value (.Best) Time (sec)

100 ôr
Lt) 6122.2. 83.8

100 50 6722.2. 136.5
200 ôr

Ltt 6122.2r 136.2
200 50 6i05.4 370.3
300 oÃ 6122.2. 207.6
300 50 6105.4 426.6
400 25 6105.4 269.7
400 50 6105.4- 546.3

meân 6113.8 27r.3
standald deviation 9.0 163.0

Table 4.2I: PriorityNum: 10, Gr:oupNr-rm: 10, á/ : 3.0, E : 0.1

ff of Temperatures Epoch
Objective Function

Value (-Best) Time (sec)

100 25 6183.7 42.9
i00 50 6132.6 111.1

200 25 6732.6 r1r.7
200 50 6724.7 363.8
300 ôtrL¿ 6732.6 182.0
300 50 6111.3. 335.8
400 qtr

¿¿ 6052.6 267.7
400 50 6147.5 584.2

mean 6727.2 249.9
standard deviation 36.9 176.6

Table 4.22: PriorityNum - 20, Groripì'trum - 10, á/ : 3.0, E : 0.1
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f, of Ternperatut'es Epoch
Objective Function

Value (-Best) Tirne (sec)

100 OX
L\) 6722.2. 66.1

100 50 6122.2. 132.6
200 ox

L¿ 6722.2* r32.7
200 50 6722.2- 364.7
300 ôrLt) 6122.2 2L0.7
300 50 6052.6 423.6
400 25 6722.2. 277.1
400 50 6106.3 598.1

mean 61i 1.5 274.9
standard deviation 24.4 178.5

Table 4.23: PriorityNum - 10, GloupNum - 10, 6f :7.0, e : 0.1

f of Temperatures Epoch
Objective Function

Value (-Best) Tirne (sec)
100 25 6163.7 70.4
100 50 6215.7 118.3
200 OX 6275.7 118.3
200 50 6145.3 257.4
300 or

Lt) 6275.7 185.6
300 50 6106.5 474.3
400 oxLr) 6145.3 350.6
400 50 6106.5 676.4

mean b 1b4. t 280.7
standard deviation 46.5 209.0

Tabie 4.24: Priorityl\s- - 10, GroupNum - 20, á/ : 1.0, E:0.1
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ff of Tempelatures Epoch
Objective l'unction

Value (.Best) Time (sec)

100 OX 6i00.8 62.2
r00 50 6100.8- 126.8
200 OK 6100.8- 727.7

200 50 6099.7 279.2
300 orL¿ 6100.8- 772.7
300 50 6i35.9 354.9
400 otrL¿ 6099.7 256.5
400 50 6114.5. 454.2

mean 6106.6 229.2
standard deviation T2.B i31.8

Table 4.25: PúorityNum - 20, GroupNum - 20, ó¡ : 1.0, e : 0.1

figurations and the number of group configurations are increased to 20, the

lowest objective function values and execution times are found (compare Ta-

bles 4.23 and 4,25). Once again, there is no improvement in the quality of the

solution when e is changed from 0.1 to 0.15 or 0.05 (see Tables 4.25,4.26 and

4.27). The logistic temperatur-e function yielded higher values for the objec-

tive function for Problem 3 (than the geometlic ternperature function), ancl

in some cases yielded considerably higher execution times (compare Tables

4.25 and4.2B). The higher execution times are most likety due to the extra

processing required to accept a solution and mal<e it the current solution.

This is done much more frequently with the logistic tempelatule function.

The values for ploblem foul are given in Table 4.29. Tire ploblem consists

of trvo job types; with the first job being the same as the one used in problem

three. Both jobs are palt of an actual 23 function job with a single forl<. The
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f of Temperatures Epoch
Objective Function

Value (.Best) Time (sec)

100 ôrLr) 6100.8 60.4
100 50 6100.8. 123.9
200 o(L¿ 6100.8- 723.7
200 50 6099.7 297.5
300 ôr¿.) 6100.8- 178.5
300 50 6135.9 526.1

400 OX
L.) 6099.7 279.7

400 50 6174.5. 544.5
meân 6106.6 266.0

standard deviation t2.8 183.8

Table 4.26: Priorityltlum - 20, GloupNum - 20, ó/ : 1.0, e :0.15

ff of Temperatures Epoch
Objective Function

Value (.Best) Time (sec)

100 25 6100.8 60.7
100 50 6100.9. t24.8
200 otrLt) 6100.9. 124.9
200 50 6099.7 256,9
300 OE

L¿ 6100.8. 176.0
300 50 6135.9 367.2
400 o( 6099.7 255.2
400 50 6114.5- 462.5

mean 6106.6 227.8
standard deviation 12.8 134.3

Table 4.27: PrtorityNum - 20, Grouplt[um :20, ó¡ : 1.0, e :0.0b
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JL
ff of Temperatures Epoch

Objective Function
Value (-Best) Time (sec)

100 ôr
Lt) 6222.4* 43.6

100 50 6726.2 r25.7
200 25 6726.2 126.8
200 50 6095.3. 240.7
300 25 6742.8 296.7
300 50 6147.9* 698.4
400 OXL¿ 6095.3. 277.9
400 50 6120.2 730.8

mean 6134.5 316.8
standard deviation 40.3 259.9

Table 4.28: PriorityNum - 20, GroupNum - 20, 6f : 1.0, r : 0.1 (logistic
temperature function)

Function f 1 2 t) 4 5 o 7 8 o 10 11 T2 13 74 l5
Selvice Time

Mean 1.5 4 ,f 4 ,) I
L) 0 72 1.5 T2 16 .) 4 1.5 4

Servrce'I'rme
Second Moment ôoK

L,,Lt) 16 o 16 o ôrz¿ 81 r44 2.25 144 256 o 16 ooKL. Lt) 16
Waiting Time

Cost 4 1 4 1 4 2 ð 1 4 ð 1 4 1 4 1

Function ff 1 2 J 4 5 o 7

Service 'f ime
Mean 4 t-) 4 5 t) 4 5

Servrce'llme
Second \¡Ioment 16 36 l6 otr

z¿¿ 9 ,Lb o(

Waiting'I'ime
Cost 1 .f 1 2 o.) 1 2

Table 4.29: Problem Four
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f of Temperatures Epoch
Objective l.'unction

Value (.Best) Tirne (sec)

100 OXLt) 13000.8 107.5

100 50 13000.8 230.1

200 ôrz¿ 13000.8 r\oÀ DLò+.¿

200 50 12810,2 688.6
300 oÃ 72870.2 515.6
300 50 72870.2 1363.2
400 OX 12810.2 932.2
400 50 12608.4 1361.4

mean 12856.5 679.1
standard deviation 137.6 500.1

Table 4.30: Prioritylt-rurn - 10, Gr-oupNum - 10, ó/ : 6.0, e : 0.1

15 functions before the fork wele made into one job, and the 7 functions in

one of the branches wâs made into the other. The algorithm is able to hanclle

multiple job types, so ân example rvas created to both demonstrate this and

observe the results. This problem is identical to the one given in Section 2.

The resuits of the valious runs for problem fonr are given in Tables 4.30-

4.37. There âre some similarities between these results and those obtained

for the previous three problems. Once again, other values for e did not

result in better solutions. No implovement was lealized when increasing

it from 0.1 to 0.15 (see Tables 4.30 and 4.31), and solutions deteriorated

when it was decleased from 0.1 to 0.05 (see Tables 4.30 and 4.32). Once

again, the geometric temperature function was found to be the better overall

temperature function (see Tables 4.30 and 4.37). This has been true for all

of the problems tested, and leads to the conclusion that the difference is
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ff of Temperatures Epoch
Objective -t'unction

Value (-Best) Time (sec)

100 ox
Lt) 13000.8 137.1

100 50 13000.8 249.9
200 OX

Ltt 13000.8 23r.0
200 50 12810.2 839.2
300 ôtA¿ 72870.2 416.4

300 50 12870.2 1212.7
400 otr

Lt) 72870.2 537.8
400 50 12608.4 1479.6

mean 12856.5 638.0
standard deviation 137.6 493.6

Table 4.31: PriorityNum - 10, Grouplttrum - 10, ó/ :6.0, e : 0.15

f of Temperatures Epoch
Objective Function

Value (-Best) Time (sec)

i00 otr
Lt) 13429.2 136.1

100 50 i3108.4 273.6
200 25 13000.8 231.8
200 50 12810.2 558.4
300 oÉ

Lt) 72870.2 413.0
300 50 72810.2 997.6
400 25 72870.2 534.7
400 50 12608.4 1698.3

meân 12923.5 605.4
standard deviation 252.6 515.8

Table 4.32: PriorityNurn - 10, GroupNum - 10, áf : 6.0, s - 0.0b
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due to the structure of this t;'pe of combinatorial problem and its associated

solution space.

There are aiso some differences between these lesults and those obtainecl

from the previous three problems. This problem is the largest of the four-,

and differences are most likely due to the increase in the solution space. One

difference is that more temperatures are sometimes needed to obtain the best

solution. The results for earlier problems showed that there v/as no benefit

to going beyond 300 temperatures. The val"ues for the objective function for

400 temperatures \Mer-e never lower than those obtained for a lower number of

temperatures. However with this problem, some values at 400 temperatules

ale the lowest (see Tables 4.30 and 4.36). When this happened, additional

runs at 500 temperatures were done. In both cases) the objective function

values did not improve for-either epoch (25 or 50).

A second difference is that better solutions were obtained with a lalger

vaiue for á¡ (see Tables 4.30 and 4.33). Largel values for ó¡ wele usecl (2.0

and 6.0), because of the larger vaiues of the objective function. As far as

Pri'oritgNum and GroupNum are concerned, increasing either one of them

(or both of them) ¡esulted in poorel solutions. Increasing the number of

prioritS, configurations for a given taslc numbel from 10 to 20, deterioratecl

the solutions (see Tables 4.30 and 4.34). Increasing the number-of gr:or-rp

configurations fol a given priority configuration from 10 to 20, significantl¡,

increased the values of the objective function (see Tables 4.30 and 4.3b).
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ff of Temperatures Epoch
Objective Function

Value (.Best) Tirne (sec)
100 OX

Lt) 13392.5 797.4
i00 50 13i08.4 275.3
200 OX i3108.4 386.0
200 50 72810.2 677.5
300 o(

LÙ 72810.2 445.8
300 50 r28r0.2 1196.4
400 otL¿ t2870.2 657.1
400 50 12870.2 1908.2

mean 72957.5 718.0
standard deviation 22r.4 rryo tr

Lj I t).L)

Table 4.33: PriorityNum : 10, GloupNum - 10, 6f :2.0, E : 0.1

# of Temperatures Epoch
Objective Function

Value (-Best) Time (sec)
100 otrL¿ 72979.9. 149.5
100 50 12877.8 270.6
200 ôrZt) 12877.8 232.8
200 50 12858.9 606.7
300 ÔX¿¿ 72867.8 396.9
300 50 12858.9 1335.6
400 OXLt) 12858.9 728.3
400 50 12865.8 1647.7

mean 72879.2 670.3
standard deviation 4r.1 546.5

Table 4.34: Priorityl.tum :20, GloripNum - 10, 6¡ : 6.0, s : 0.1
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f, of Temperatures Epoch
Objective .f,'unction

Value (.Best) Time (sec)

100 25 13658.9 104.6
100 50 i3149.6 297.8
200 o(

Lt) 13i49.6 244.0
200 50 L3075.7 539.9
300 25 13149.6 354.1
300 50 t2875.4 1225.3
400 OK

L\) 73075.7 488.3
400 50 12926.6 1515.5

meân i3132.6 595.4
standard deviation 236.9 503.2

Tabie 4.35: PriorityNum : 10, Groupl\um - 20, óy : 6.0, a : 0.1

Incleasing both these numbers flom 10 to 20, r-esulted in a large increase in

the objective function (see Tables 4.30 and 4.36). Low values for these two

numbers makes the search much more of breadth than of depth. Intuitivelr,.

this does seem like a good search strategy fol a large solution space (it allows

the algorithm to cover a lot of ground).

The last difference, is that the logistic tempelature function did produce

some good solutions when the number of tempelatur-es was low (see Ta-

bIe 4.37). These solutions are better than those produced by the geornetric

temper-ature function in this temperature range (see Table 4.30). The slou'

initial cooling of the logistic tem.peratule function has compensated for the

small number of temperatures. HorveveL, the geometric temperature func-

tion consistently ploduces more good solutions if given more time (i.e. 400

temperatures).
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ff of Temperatures Epoch
Ob.lective .bunction

Value (.Best) Time (sec)

100 ôr 73457.7 158.7
100 50 13429.0. 6i4.8
200 25 73429.0. 377.r
200 50 i3320.3 448.0
300 ôr

Lt) 13743.4 386.9
300 50 12974.7 1026.6
400 ox

.a t) i3320.3 441.8
400 50 12870.5 1648.9

mean 1 CODX XIÒ LÒù .t) 637.9
standard deviation 233.9 479.4

Table 4.36: PriorityNum - 20, GroupNum :20, á/ : 6.0, e : 0.1

ff of Temperatures Epoch
Objective -L,'unction

Value (.Best) Time (sec)

100 ox
L\) 13057.4 192.0

100 50 12608.4 327.7
200 25 12608.4 353.6
200 50 i3116.6- 665.7
300 ox

L\) 12884.7. 378.8
300 50 12935.0 109 i.9
400 25 13116.6. 623.0
400 50 12855.6. 1455,2

rnean 12897.8 635.2
standard deviation 204.3 434.6

Table 4.37: Priorityl[um - 10, Grouplrrum - 10, 6f :6.0, s:0.i (iogistic
temperature function)
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A queueing model was developed that models the actual behaviour of call

processing tasks in a telephone switch. The first implementation of the model

used a queueing discipline that allowed tasks to jump to the head of the

queue if a similar task was receiving selvice when it arrived. The results

of this model showed that this modification to the first-come first-served

(FCFS) discipline does affect sojourn times. The differences show that using

a FCFS model to model tasks for this type of problem will result in wrong

values. The results indicated that some tasks gained while others lost when

jumping occurred. Diffelences in sojouln times rn'ele influenced by the tasl<'s

arlival rate and its ser-vice time. Those tasks u'ith relatively high ar.r-ival

rates and/or relatively long service times experienced a declease in theit

sojouln time. These tasks had more oppoltunities to jump, and in doing so

lorvered theil expected waiting time. On the other hancl, those tasks u'ith
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relatively low alrival rates andf or relatively short service times experienced

an increase in their sojourn time. These tasks had less opportunities to jump,

and suffered for it. There was conservation of wolk, as one job class gained

what the other lost.

Having seen that a corlect model needed to allow jumping, a model rvas

then developed that was closer- to the actual behaviour of tasks in the switch's

operating system. With this model, tasks were allowed to jump and join

similar tasks regardless of where they were in the queue and whether ol

not these tasks were being served at the time of arrival. Equations for the

sojourn time were developed. Cornputer code was then written for them,

and some problems were sol.ved. The lesults were similar to those obtained

for the plevious model. Tasks with high ar-rival r'ates and/or long service

tirnes benefitted at the expense of those that don't. The difference with this

model is that the tasks affected were not just first tasks or those with the

highest priority. In addition, the results were compared to those obtainecl

via simulation. The comparison was a favolable one. The sojouln times

obtained via the model were either slightly under, slightly over, or right

on the vaiues obtained by simulation (with one poor result being the only

exception). These small diffelences are mostl5, due to the approximation of

the jumping probability (O).

The model was furthel developed to include task forking. Forking occuïs

in these switches, so the model was further extended to aliow anal¡rsis e1
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problems involving forking. Equations for- the sojouln time were developed.

Computer code was then written for them, and some problems were soived.

In addition, the results were compared to those obtained via simulation. Tìre

sojourn times obtained via the modei matched those obtained by simulatiorr:

with all values falling within the g5% confidence interval.

In the last part of the work, the problem of system design was formulated

as a combinatorial optimization problem by assigning costs to the waiting

times of the tasks. The optimization problem was solved using the simulat-

ed annealing method. Due to the problem's neighbourhood structure, the

algorithm has six parameters. In general, the objective function values de-

crease as the number of temperatules increases and as the size of the epoch

increases. For the problems tested, there \Mas no benefit to going beyond

300 temperatures and an epoch of 50 (with the exception of a couple of in-

stances with the largest problem where 400 ternperatures were needed). A

small value for the maximum allorvable increase in the objective function at

termination (ó¡) is better for ploblems where the objective function langecl

from 2400-6100 (a value of 1 was found to be best), while a larger value (6)

ploduced better results for the fourth ploblem where the objective function

ranged from 12600-13600. The three values for the equilibrium crite¡ion

constant (e) that \Ã/ere exâmined (0.05,0.1, and 0.1b), produced very similar-

results. The value 0.1 pr:oduced the best results, brit the other two values

usually matched these results, on15' ¡¿¡.1U producing worse ones. The best
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values fol the last two parameters, the numbel of priority configurations for a

given task number and the numbel of group configurations for a given prior--

ity configuration, are found by experimentation. Each of the four problems

lesponded differently to the two values given to each of these palametel-

s. Sometimes the differences within a palticulal problem) were large. The

simulated annealing algorithm is sensitive to these two palameters. Put an-

other way, the algorithm is sensitive to how the neighbourhood structure is

searched.

Lastly, the geometric temperatule function was found to be best fol this

par-ticular design ploblem, with one exception. The exception being a vely

iarge problem solved by a small numbel of temperatures. In this case, the

slow initial cooling of the logistic function compensates fol what would oth-

erwise be too lapid cooling. In many of the luns, the storage of the best

solution so far, helped in finding an objective function value lower than the

final solution. In conclusion, the algorithrn can help system designels by

providing them with the structure of a very good design in a short period of

time.

Future research on the queueing model would involve formulating the

problern in another way. Perhaps the problem can be formulated as a feed-

back queueing system, similar to that of Paterok [38]. A different formulation

could lead to simpler equations and less lestrictions (such as the one that

exists fol consecutive tasks of equal priorities). Another area of resealch
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would be to study the ploblem with non-preemptive service. Or to stucll,

the problem using a combination of preemptive and non-pleernptive service

with preemption-distance pliorities. Futule research on the combinatolial

optimization problem would be to solve the problem using another heuristic.

Other approaches, like genetic algorithms, neural networks, and tabu search

could be tried and compared to this apploach. Another possible r-esearch

area would be to develop a real-time design improvement algorithm. This

algorithm would continously evaluate and change the system design as the

demands placed on the switch change with time. For such an aigorithm to

be possible, requires a flexible opelating system. Functions must be able to

be regrouped and reassigned priorities.
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Table 5.1: Exampie 1: Sojourn Time

Table 5.2: Example 1: 95 % Confrdence Intelval

Table 5.3: Example 2: Sojourn Time

Batch
4
TT Length Sojoriln Time
OX 100000 1.25065 3.64076 4.64476 1.24979 7.08805 8.08805
OE
Lt) 200000 7.24943 3.63572 4.63572 1.24975 7.06484 8.06484
50 100000 1.25047 3.64699 4.64699 1.24962 7.08811 8.08811
50 200000 7.24975 3.64275 4.64275 7.24968 7.08034 8.08034

Average 1.25008 3.64156 4.64756 7.24977 7.08034 8.08034

Batch

# Length 95% Confidence Inter-val
ox 100000 0.00278 0.02082 0.02082 0.00190 0.07335 0.07335
25 200000 0.00149 0.01368 0.01368 0.00161 0.06329 0.06329
50 100000 0.00171 0.01548 0.01548 0.00149 0.05987 0.05987
50 200000 0.00109 0.01070 0.01070 0.001i2 0.04358 0.04358

Average 0.00777 0.01517 0.01517 0.00153 0.06002 0.06002

Batch
_u
TT Length Sojourn Time
otr
Lt) 100000 2.68248 14.86485 16.86485 1.77207 83.522L7 84.522t7
o( 200000 2.68070 74.77052 16.7L052 7,77746 80.02606 Bi.02606
50 100000 2.68459 74.79834 16.79834 7.77426 82.30394 83.30394
50 200000 2.68365 L4.74520 16.74520 1 --O-c\L.t tò¿z 87.96124 82.96724

Average 2.68286 14.77973 76.77973 7.77283 81.95334 82.95334
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Batch
J+
TT Length I5% Confrdence Intelval
ôrL¿ 100000 0.00590 0.21927 0.21921 0.00602 4.24672 4.24672
ox
Ltt 200000 0.00408 0.14383 0.14383 0.00446 2.80742 2.80742
50 100000 0.00383 0.16541 0.16541 0.00486 3.25272 3.25272
50 200000 0.00339 0.09904 0.09904 0.00366 2.40387 2.40387

Average 0.00430 0.15687 0.15687 0.00475 3.r7768 3.r7768

Table 5.4: Example 2: 95 % Confidence Interval

Table 5.5: Example 3: Sojourn Time

Table 5.6: Example 3: 95 % Confidence Interval

Table 5.7: Example 4: So.joum Time

# of Batches Batch Length Sojouln Time
25 100000 4.46867 7.34247
25 200000 4.4693r 7.34463
50 100000 4.50450 7.41577
50 200000 4.51438 7.43706

Average Sojourn Time 4.48920 7.38332

# of Batches Batch Length 95% Confrdence Interval
25 100000 0.07396 0.14254
25 200000 0.05831 0.1 1831

50 100000 0.05185 0.10195
50 200000 0.04767 0.08196

Average Confidence Interval 0.05645 0.11119

ff of Batches Batch Length Sojourn Time
25 100000 7.60631 7r.76378
otr 200000 7.64462 11.83068
50 i00000 7.70771 11.95690
50 200000 7.77730 11.94650

Average Sojourn Time 7.66899 1r.87447
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# of Batches Batch Length 95% Corúdence Interval
ox
L\) 100000 0.16442 0.34773
25 200000 0.13556 0.2734r
50 i00000 0. i2066 0.24575
50 200000 0.08447 0.16574

Average Confidence Interval 0.72628 0.25816

Table 5.8: Example 4: 95 % Confrdence Interval

Table 5.9: Example 5: So.journ Time

Table 5.10: Example 5: 95 % Confrdence Interval

# of Batches Batch Length So.journ Time
25 100000 1.1313 4.092 T4.17 5.092 r5.77
orL¿ 200000 r.7374 4.094 14.77 5.094 t5.77
50 100000 1.13i9 4.099 14.20 5.099 15.20
50 200000 1.1315 4.102 t4.20 5.r02 r5.20

Average Sojourn Time i.1315 4.097 74.79 5.097 15. i9

ff of Batches Batch Length 95% Confrdence lnterval
25 100000 0.0019 0.0213 0.1361 0.0213 0.1361
OK
L.) 200000 0.0016 0.0171 0.1i 73 0.017i 0.1 173
50 100000 0.0013 0.0144 0.0982 0.0744 0.0982
50 200000 0.0010 0.0113 0.0841 0.0113 0.0841

Average Confidence Interval 0.0015 0.0160 0.1089 0.0i60 0. i0B9

JLtf of Batches Batch Length So.journ Time
25 100000 I.7576 6.250 24.07 7.250 25.07
ox
L¿ 200000 7.1579 6.252 24.73 7.252 25.73
50 100000 1.1 578 6.262 24.74 7.262 25.74
50 200000 1.1 578 6.264 24.75 7.264 25.75

Average Sojourn Tirne f. i578 6.257 24.12 7.257 25.I2

Table 5.11: Example 6: Sojour-n Time
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-u
TT of Batches Batch Length 95% Confrdence Interval

ôr¿¿ 100000 0.0017 0.0399 0.3519 0.0399 0.3519
OX 200000 0.0013 0.0329 0.2646 0.0329 0.2646
50 100000 0.0012 0.0289 0.2407 0.0289 0.2407
50 200000 0.0009 0.0234 0.1955 0.0234 0. i955

Average Confidence Interval 0.0013 0.0313 0.2632 0.0313 0.2632

Table 5.12: Example 6: 95 % Confrdence Interval

Table 5.13: Example 7: Sojourn Time

Table 5.14: Example 7: 95 % Confidence Interval

Table 5.15: Example 8: Simulation

# of Batches Batch Length Sojourn Time
25 100000 1.1833 9.190 47.94 10.190 42.94
25 200000 1.1838 9.195 42.22 10.195 43.22
50 100000 1.1840 9,217 41.98 70.271 42.98
50 200000 1.1840 9.272 42.06 70.2r2 43.06

Average Sojourn Time f. i838 9.202 42.05 r0,202 43.05

JL1f of Batches Batch Length 95% Confidence Interval
25 100000 0.0023 0.0769 0.9362 0.0769 0.9362
25 200000 0.0016 0.0663 0.6731 0.0663 0.6731
50 100000 0.0015 0.0555 0.6305 0.0555 0.6305
50 200000 0.0011 0.0470 0.5048 0.0470 0.5048

Average Confidence Interval 0.00i6 0.0614 0.6862 0.0614 0.6862

ff of Batches Batch Length Sojourn Time
25 100000 r.47 È7 t-

I .t) I 8.57 1.45 51.10 52.70
25 200000 7.42 7.58 8.58 7.46 51. i5 52.75
50 100000 1.41 7.60 8.60 I.45 52.06 53.06
50 200000 r.42 7.60 8.60 7.45 51.87 52.87

Average Sojourn Time 1.42 7.59 8.59 r.45 51.55 ro rtrúL.¿¿
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Priority 1 2 i 1
o.) 1

i 1 1 1 i 1

Elnzy 1 1 1 1 1 1

À 0.2 0.1
Sojourn Time: Model 7.37 7.62 8.62 r.54 57.67 52.67

Sojourn Time: Simulation 1.42 7.59 8.59 7.45 5i.55 52.55

Table 5.16: Example 8: Cornparison with model

Table 5.17: Example 9: Simulation

Table 5.18: Example 9: Comparison with modei

Table 5.19: Example 10: Simulation

ff of Batches Batch Length Sojourn Time
otrLt) 100000 1.,f / 16.24 7.47 26.26
25 200000 1.38 16.35 r.47 26.39
50 i00000 1.38 16.59 1.47 26.73
50 200000 1.38 16.53 7.47 26.63

Average Sojourn Time 1.38 16.43 7.47 26.50

Priority 1 2 1 2

;1, 1 1 i I
Eln2 1 1 i 1

À 0.3 0.15
Sojourn Time: Model r.32 16.64 1.60 26,73

Sojourn Time: Simulation 1.38 16.43 7.47 26.50

f, of Batches Batch Length Sojourn Time
25 100000 1.77 2,96 6.90 7.90 1.18 3.03 12.02 73.02
ox
Lt) 200000 1.77 2.95 6.88 7.88 1.18 3.02 11.85 12.85
50 100000 7.77 2.96 6.91 7.91 i.1B 3.02 i2.00 13.00
50 200000 7.77 2.96 6.9i 7.91 1.18 3.02 11.93 12.93

Average Sojourn Time 7.r7 2.96 6.90 7.90 1.18 3.02 11.95 t2.95
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Priority 1 2 o.) 1 1 2 4 1

;L 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 I
Elr' 1 1 1 1 i i i 1

À 0.1 0.05
Sojourn Time: Model i.16 , Cl' 6.93 7.93 1.22 3.11 12.00 13.00

Sojourn Time: Simulation 7.r7 2.96 6.90 7.90 1.18 3.02 11.95 12.95

Table 5.20: Example 10: Compalison with model

Table 5.21: Example 11: Simulation

Priority 1 i 1

ry 1 1 1

Elr"l 1 1 I
À 0.5 0.3 0.1

Sojourn Time: Model 3.8i 5.72 13.26
Sojourn Time: Simulation 4.58 6.r2 7.80

Tabie 5.22: Example 11: Comparison with model

Table 5.23: Example 12: Simulation

ff of Batches Batch Length Sojourn Time
25 100000 4.54 6.06 t.tô
25 200000 4.57 6.09 I.IO
50 100000 4.60 tl. I tl 7.85
50 200000 4.62 6.77 7.86

Average Sojourn Tirne 4.58 6.72 7.80

ff of Batches Batch Length Sojourn Time
25 100000 q F7e

L.t¿ 12.25 73.25 1.98 67.67 62.67
otr
.a¿ 200000 ¿. t,) 72.74 i3.14 7.97 60.31 6 i.31
50 100000 a F7e

L.t¿ 1.) ôoI L..a¿ 1 0 .\D
L¿. L.) 1.98 62.22 63.22

50 200000 ¿. t;J 12.79 13.19 1.97 6r.21 62.21
Average Sojourn Time q ,7a

12.20 13.20 1.98 61.35 62.35
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Priority 1 2 1 1
t
r) 1

2 1 i 1 1 i
Elr'l 4 1 1 1 i 1

À 0. i5 0.1
Sojourn Time: Model 2.77 12.22 I,J.¿¿ 2.05 6r.67 62.67

Sojourn Time: Simulation .l È7c
L.l L) 12.20 73.20 1.98 61.35 62.35

Table 5.24: Example 12: Compalison with model

Table 5.25: Example 13: Simulation

Table 5.26: Exampie 13: Comparison with model

Table 5.27: Example 14: Simulation

f of Batches Batch Length Sojourn Time
25 100000 2.60 12.47 1.83 10.89
25 200000 2.60 12.38 1.83 10.78
50 100000 2.60 12.39 1.83 i0.85
50 200000 2.60 12.47 1.83 10.81

Average Sojourn Time 2.60 12.40 1.83 10.83

Priority I 2 1 2
=:t, 2 1 1 1

E[r'21 4 1 1 1

À 0.15 0.15
Sojourn Time: Model 2.64 12.83 7.77 t0.44

Sojourn Time: Simulation 2.60 72.40 i.83 10.83

f of Batches Batch Length Sojouln Time
25 100000 2.60 28.69 1.83 42.58
ôtr
L\) 200000 2.60 28.18 1.83 47.48
50 i00000 2.60 28.96 1.83 42.84
50 200000 2.60 28.63 1.83 42.22

Average Sojourn Time 2.60 28.62 1.83 42.28
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Priority 1 2 1 2

r 2 2 1 1

Elr'l 4 4 i 1

À 0.15 0.15
Sojourn Time: Model 2.64 30.10 r. t I 39.8i

Sojourn Time: Simulation 2.60 28.62 1.83 42.28

Table 5.28: Example 14: Compalison rn'ith modei

Table 5.29: Example 15: Simulation

Table 5.30: Example 15: Comparison with model

Table 5.31: Example 16: Sirnulation

ff of Batches Batch Length Sojourn Time
25 100000 2.47 8.28 26.3I 27.37 1.48 6.26 109.47 1r0.47
25 200000 2.47 8.25 25.99 26.99 1.48 6.23 104.10 105.10
50 100000 ,Áo 8.28 26,r4 27.14 r.48 6.26 107.03 108.03
50 200000 2.47 8.26 25.98 26.98 1.48 6.25 106.37 707.37

Average Sojourn Time 2.47 8.27 26.T1 27.77 7.48 6.25 106.74 r07.74

Priority 1 2 .f 1 1 2 4 1

ry 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

Elr" 4 4 1 1 1 1 1 1

À 0.0909 0.0909
Sojourn Time: Model 2.42 8.41 26.r2 27.72 7.47 6.04 107.68 i08.68

Sojourn Time: Simulation 2.41 8.27 26.71 27.71 r.48 6.25 706.74 107.74

f of Batches Batch Length Sojourn Time
oÉ¿,¿ i00000 19.30 24.30 27.06
25 200000 18.80 .\D 

^ 
-Lù,+ I 26.04

50 100000 19.07 23.95 26,63
50 200000 19.02 23.85 26.57

Average Sojourn Time 19.05 23.89 26.58
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Priority I 1 1

T 5 ò I
E[r''] 25 o 1

À 0.1 0.1 0.1

Sojourn Time: Vlodel i8.94 22.96 28.96

So.jouln Time: Simulation 19.05 23.89 26.58

Table 5.32: Example 16: Comparison with model

Table 5.33: Example 17: Simulation

Table 5.34: Example 17: Comparison with model

Table 5.35: Example 18: Simulation

f, of Batches Batch Length Sojourn Tirne
25 100000 1.45 3.97 4.97 r.43 6.74 7.74 t.42 38.07 39.07
25 200000 L45 3.97 4.97 r.43 6.74 7.74 1.47 38.28 39.28
50 100000 7.45 3.99 4.99 t.43 6.77 t.t I r.42 38.48 39.48
50 200000 7.45 3.98 4.98 t.44 b. /tl 7.76 1.42 38.42 39.42

Aver-age Sojourn Time r.45 3.98 4.98 1.43 6.75 7.75 7.42 38.31 39.3i

Priority I 2 1 I o
r) i 1 4 I

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Elr" 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

À 0.05 0.1 0.15
Sojourn Time: Model 7.62 3.99 4.99 r.45 o.t I I.I I 1.35 38.75 39.75

Sojourn Time: Simulation r.45 3.98 4.98 1.43 6.75 7.75 1.42 38.31 39.3i

_u
TT of Batches Batch Length So.journ Time

25 i00000 L.ð,J 7.77 8.71 3.22 20.76 27.76 4.06 90.78 91.78
25 200000 ¿.ð,J 7.69 8.69 ,J.¿¿ 20.53 2I.53 4.05 88.39 89.39
50 100000 Z.,JÔ 7.77 8.71 tqo¿.¿Ò 20.67 2T.61 4.06 89.72 90.72
50 200000 ¿.ô,J 7.71 8.71 aoo

Ù,LL 20.54 2L54 4.05 90.24 97.24
Average Sojouln Time ¿,,J,J 7.71 8.77 3.22 20.61 2r.61 4.06 89.78 90.78
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Priority 1 2 1 1 J 1 i 4 1

ry 1 1 1 2 1 1 3 1 1

El*"1 1 1 1 4 1 1 o i 1

À 0.075 0.075 0.075
Sojourn Time: Model 2.16 (.t,J 8.73 3,20 20.63 21.63 4.73 91.00 92.00

Sojourn Time: Simulation qaq
L.a).) 7.77 8.71 3.22 20.6r 2I.61 4.06 89.78 90.78

Table 5.36: Example 1B: Comparison with model
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